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The autumn tradition
called Homecoming
S

hottly before relatives gather each fall for a
feast of turkey, another annual "family"
reunion is held on college campuses across the
counny.
And as is the case with the Thanksgiving
holiday that consistently climaxes with the
same tired menu of dressing and pumpkin pie
without complaint or question, no one seems co
wonder why universities continue the other
autumn tradition called
homecoming.
Inquiries as to how it
all began are also lost in the
sea of red chat floods the
streets of downtown
Normal each fall. It's then
friends come together again
to stand up and cheer as the
Big Red Marching
Machine plays the familiar
fight song and stirs school
spirit that links Illinois State
University's founding
fathers with yesterday's
graduates.
That bond ha~ been
celebrated and strengthened since the very beginning of homecoming at Illinois State, which
used to include hobo parades, bonfires, formal
dances and the crowning of a queen.
As was recorded in the 1923 edition of
The Index, Illinois State Normal University's
yearbook, homecoming quickly became a tradition designed to keep a diverse and dispersed
family connected.
"Although the enterprise is young in years,
so wide is the fame of these reunions that each
year our Alma Mater witnesses a greater number ofher sons and daughters returning co knit
more firmly the ties which bind them to her."
The yearbook's author wrote those words
after what was believed to be Illinois State's
third homecoming. But it was actually the
foutth anniversary of the event that first took
place in the fall of 1916.
It was retired Army officer Col. Edward
Wones of Normal who notified school officials
in thel 960s that the festivities had their origin
five years earlier than initially realized.
Wones remembered the 1916 activities
because he traveled more than 100 miles to
attend that first homecoming, which was
recorded in The Index of 1917.
"For the first time last fall, ISNU held a
homecoming. It was held during the football
season in November the day of the game with
Charleston," The Index reads.
"A large number ofalumni and former
students were present For two days the visitors

enjoyed again the thrills ofISNU life. It is
hoped that the first homecoming is only a forerunner of many to come."
That wish was not granted immediately.
For as Wones shared in a 1961 interview with
Bloomington's Daily Pancagraph, no homecoming was held in the fall of 1917 "because there
weren't enough men in the student body co
field a good team."

The first homecoming consequently
became considered the precursor ofthe 1921
event that started the tradition ofparades and
parties-a legacy that can be traced from
College Avenue to the East Coast
Homecoming traditions at Illinois State
began as an innovation after the war and under
the influence of university President David
Felmley. Author Helen Marshall repo1ted in

her historical account ofthe university,
"Grandest of Enterprises," that Felmley had
visited the East during the winter of 1920-21
and was "impressed by the 'Homecoming
Trend' in eastern schools."
"He thought such an event on campus
might help dispel 'popular feelings that the
Normal School was not progressing," Marshall
wrote. So upon his return to campus, Felmley
promptly named a committee
for the event and approved a
budget of$75.
"Snidents and faculty
were at the trains on
November4-5, 1921, to meet
returning alumni. Guest~ were
registered in the Main Office,
were given a souvenir booklet,
a badge and a bunch ofwahoo
berries," Marshall recorded.
The berries were significant at the time because of the
Fell Hall dog, WaHoo, who
acted as the school mascot long
before Reggie Redbird was
hatched.
Marshall continued her
account of the 1921 homecoming by noting that "by noon on Saturday seven
hundred had registered. On Friday night there
wa~ the Jester play and an Auld Lang Syne
patty afterward. On Saturday morning the girls
in the domestic science class served a waffie
breakfast, and Miss Milner held open house in
the library."
Homecoming has continued to grow since
those humble roots were planted 72 years ago.
The changes started almost immediately with
the addition of a hobo parade in die early 1920s.
The parade was the suggestion of professor C.W. Hudelson as a way to fill long lapses of
time between Saturday morning events. Each
year there were additional or altered events,
including pep sessions, pushmobile races and
the infamous "snake dance" that was created as
a long line of students slithered dirough town.
That event ended in 1950 when a student
at the end of the line was whipped into a telephone pole and received a brain concussion. It
was that same year that the students who
formed the dance line evoked the ire of police
because they didn't stay on the designated
street route.
Normal Police Chief Harold Sylvester told
a Daily Pantagraph repotter after the accident
that the students took their line across a porch.
The newspaper atticle states that one ofthe
residents of the house was sleeping at the time
and was "almost scared to death" when the students nearly "shook the house down."

Controversy surfaced again in 1968 when a
student protest brought an end to the 32-year
tradition of electing a homecoming queen.
President Samuel Braden accepted the argu' ments of student and faculty groups, convinced
that selecting one queen did not give a true representation of the university's diverse student
body.
Those proverbial fireworks were not, however, the ones remembered by alumni who
made the trek back to campus to see the 1963
pyrotechnics display. That was the year a professional fireworks expert was hired to paint the
sky with the university's colors ofred and white.
More impressive still was the ground display of a large Redbird and a series of
aerial bombs that punctuated the "bombs
bursting in air" line from the "Scar-Spangled
Banner," which was played at the start ofthat
year's football game.

Homecoming continued on page 2
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Homecoming continued from poge 1
The final bomb sent up an American flag
attached to a parachute that floated down to
Hancock Stadium.
It was that same year decorations on campus residences included the university's
emblem with the word "Normal" omitted, a
show of support for the institution's name
change that was made official a few months
later.
T he Index reports that President Robert
Bone joined in the celebration ofchange occurring during that time by leading the 1963
parade in a horse-drawn buggy.
Bone didn't wait long to top that tum from
tradirion. Just two years later he saddled a camel
to illustrate his enthusiasm for the homecoming
theme of "One Thousand and One Nights."
Karin Bone remembers the event well and
still laughs at the recollection of her husband
riding "Margaret" through the heart of com
country.
"We never did know who supplied the
camel, Margaret," she recalls. ''\\1e never did
know who paid for it."
'I 'he camel was in Chic-ago en route to
Hollywood and a taping of the film "Lawrence
of Ambia." She didn't mind carrying Bone, who
had mastered the art of riding while teaching in
Egypt
"So many people talk about that," Mrs.
Bone said, noting it and the visit of Ronald
Reagan are among her most vivid homecoming
memories.
President Reagan played a prominent role
in the parade of 1980 while on the campaign
trail that led to his first term in the White
House. Mrs. Bone shares that the excitement
Reagan brought to campus that day was as
much behind the scenes as on the parade
route-with intensive security measures in
many ofthe taller campus buildinh'S.
Having participated in homecoming activities spanning more than three decades, Mrs.
Bone has seen how the event reunites friends
with strangers whose heritage is shared through
a common alma mater.
That feeling of belonging to a proud and
long line of history makes homecoming a signific-ant event for the entire university family. It
continues to be a favorite tradition that thousands anticipate each year without necessarily
being able to explain the reasons why.
'l 'he search for words chat best convey all
the emotion and energy that make each homecoming a unique memory of a special place has
been ongoing almost since the event began.
For as the author of the homecoming article in the I924 edition ofThe Index wrote after
reciting a chronology of chat year's activities,
"So we record the material things which the
eye witnesses in the day's event5. Bue while we
thus sec down the record, we are mindful of the
spiricual significance behind it all which we cannot measure or record."

Susan Marquanlt '84

-
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Budig to help guide Kansas City Royals
ormer Illinois State
University President
Gene A Budig is one of five
persons designated to operate
the Kansas City Royals baseball team at some future date.
The team owner, Ewing
M. Kauffman, is suffering
bone cancer. Desiring to keep
the American League franchise in Kansas City, he has
named Budig and four others
to serve as limited partners
after his death.
Budig, 54, has been
chancellor of the University of
Kansas for a dozen years. He
was Illinois State's president
from 1973-77 following a year as dean of the
university faculty.
Fricnds at lllinois Stace recall that Budig
often expressed a love for baseball. He had a
long friendship with the late Bill Vecck, legendary owner of the Cleveland Indians, Sc.
Louis Browns (now the Baltimore Orioles) and
Chic-ago \%ice Sox. Budig once invited Veeck
to speak at Illinois Stace and visit at the president's home.
One of Budig's prized keepsakes, which
he displayed in Hovey Hall, was a baseball
autographed by all-time home nm king Hank
Aaron and former Illinois State pitcher Buzz
Capra of the Atlanta Braves.
Budig described himself as a one-time
"weak-hitting second baseman" to a Kansas
City Star sports columnise in commenting on

F

his association with the
Royals. ''You know, as a
kid, I always wanted to
be a major-league
ballplayer," Budig said.
''This is almost as good."
Budig will not be
leaving higher education. He plans to remain
as chancellor at K.U.
after becoming one of
the Royals' partners.
Budig has taught at
lease one course each
semester for the last 27
years even tl1ough he
has been the chief executive officer at Illinois
Stace, the University of West Virginia and the
University of Kansas since 1974. He is a professor of higher education and journalism at
Kansas.
In addition co Budig, the eventual partners
of the Kansas City franchise are Kaufman's son,
Larry A. Kauffman, and Louis W. Smith, president of the Kansas Citv Division of Allied
Signal Inc.; David D. Glass, president and chief
executive officer ofWal-Ylan Stores Inc.; and
Mike Herman, a personal financial adviser and
director of the Kauffman Foundation.

Alumni have impact on board appointments
he appoincn1ent5of Carl Kasten '66 of
Carlinville and William Sulaski of Normal
to the Board of Regents came as a result of
Illinois Scace University alumni involvement in
the process.
Alumni Association President I ,ois
Rademacher Mills '62, l\lIS '69, said chat the
role of the Alumni Association's External
Relations subcommittee on board appointment5, led by chairperson Sam Van Scoyoc '66,
"was pivotal in identifying and advocating
these Regents."
In each case, Van Scoyoc's subcommittee
identified and interviewed a number of
prospective c-andidaces before sending recommendations to the Illinois governor. The recommendations included persons affiliated with
both major politic-al parties because state law
requires the governor co maintain a balance
between Republicans and Democrats in making appointments to the Board of Regents.
Van Scoyoc stresses that the subcommittee included non-alumni such as Sulaski in
their search to find effective leadership not only
for Illinois Stace, but for all of higher education.
"We have a real concern about the direction and the quality of education that is going to
be provided in the state of Illinois," he said.
"That is the driving force. We identified the
best possible people that could serve on the
boards. We believe that by serving the needs of
higher education, Illinois State University
would benefit in the long nm."
Van Scoyoc said the subcommittee members are proud of the leadership that Kasten is
providing the Board of Regents and chat
Sulaski, who was appointed this summer, is a
worthy addition to the board. 'The proof is in
the pudding," he said. "We know we identified
good people."

Van Scoyoc was president of Illinois
Stace's Alumni Association for four terms from
1980 through 1983. He was appointed co head
the subcommittee by Mills, who chaired the
External Relations Committee for three years
after its founding in 1990 to identify and nominate candidates for the Board of Regents and,
eventually, for the Illinois Board of Higher
Education. Since she became the Alumni
Asscx:iacion president, Kevin Heid '81 has
chaired the committee.
Mills pointed out chat the External
Relations Committee serves a broader function
than board appointment~. "While the appointmcntS process is a priority," she said, "this committee is also working hard co establish alumni
networks nationwide."
She said the committee also tracks legislation and policies which impact on Illinois Stace.
Also, it was chis group which spearheaded the
Alumni Board's resolution in support of separate governing boards for Illinois State and
ocher public universities. If a separate board
becomes reality, this committee will be prepared to present a list of effective candidates for
the governor's evaluation.

_I

Sulaski appointed to
Board of Regents
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Illinois State alumnll'i Carl Kasten, left, has a leadership role on the Board of Regents as chairperson of the Finance and Facilities Committee. With him are Sylvia Nichols of Edwardsville, who chairs the
Academic and Student Affairs Committee, and Bill Sulaski of Normal, a newly appointed board member.

Carl Kasten: Effective ... conscientious ... solid.

T

hose words are how Board of Regents col
leagues describe Carlinville attorney Carl
Kasten. The same description could have been
used-and probably was - when he was a
student at Illinois State University three
decades ago.
Kasten was a campus leader during the
time when the university changed its name and
purpose. A bit ofhistoiy is in order here: The
institution was Illinois State Normal University
when Kasten entered as a freshman in 1962,
but it was Illinois State University by the time
he received a bachelor's degree in political science in 1966.
"Those were exciting times," he said of
the controversy over the name change. He
credits two other former student leaders, Jim
Koch and Charles Dunn, with rallying student
support for the change which became official
on Jan. 1, 1964. But Kasten, along with many
others, supported the al'tion and he became
Student Senate president in 1964--05.
Kasten also was president of the Young
Democrats chapter at Illinois State and worked
on Professor Donald Prince's vigorous but
unsuccessful campaign for the office of state
superintendent ofeducation.
Kasten went on to earn his law degree at
Northwestern University School of Law in
1969, where he won the Wigmore Key for service and scholarship. He continued his interest
in politics by working at Humphrey-Muskie
Chicago headquarters in the 1968 presidential
campaign.
He returned to his hometown of
Carlinville to practice law, and is now senior
partner in the firm of Phelps, Kasten,
Verticchio and Ruyle. He has been president of
the Macoupin County Bar Association and
served on the board of managers for the Illinois
Trial Lawyers Association from 1978-87. He
has even found time to sing in his church choir
for 22 years.
The passing years have not diminished
Kasten's interest in Illinois State. He served a
term on the Alumni Board and when an alumni
scat opened on the Board of Regents a few
years ago, the Alumni Board members actively

sought qualified persons affiliated with both
major political parties (state law requires a balance between Democrats and Republicans on
the board). Former Gov. James Thompson
appointed Kasten to the Regents in Januaiy
of 1991.
Within six months, Kasten emerged as
chairperson of the Finance and Facilities
Committee, which has oversight responsibility
for projects involving millions of dollars at
Illinois State, Northern Illinois and Sangamon
State universities. He is also a member of the
board's Audit Committee.
Kasten takes those important responsibilities seriously. Typically, he spends a half-hour
or more each morning perusing mail he
receives from the three campuses. He keeps in
touch with campus and board officials by phone
cvciy week. About 10 days prior to board meetings, he reviews likely agenda items. Then he
meets with officials of the chancellor's office for
final preparation before the meetings.
Regents Chancellor Rod Groves notices
Ka.~ten's attention to detail. "Carl is effective
because of his long experience in public affairs
and law, his wam1 personality, and his dedication," Groves said. "He is extremely conscientious. He is as solid a board member as you can
find."
Illinois State President Thomas Wallace,
who advocated that alumni be placed on the
governing board, is impressed with Kasten's
effectiveness. "Carl has demonstrated that
alums who arc devoted to their institutions
bring a dedication to their work as board members which benefits the whole Regency system," Wallace said. "Carl cares deeply about
the fun1rc of Illinois State University, and the
enormous amount oftime he spends on Board
of Regents business is making a big difference.
He has been terrific!"
Kasten has strong family ties to Illinois
State. He and the former Donna Gerber
became engaged while they were students, and
they have sent two children to Illinois State.
Their daughter, Heather, was in the Honors
Program, graduated in economics last spring
and served an internship with Congressman

Richard Durbin. Their son, Martin, is a sophomore in economics and is also in the Honors
Program.
Mrs. Kasten left school to work while Carl
attended Northwestern, but later finished her
degree at Blackbum College in Carlinville.
Kasten enjoys reminiscing about his professors at Illinois State-especially Walter
Kohn of the political science faculty, Mark
Plummer and Helen Cavanagh of histoiy and
Warren Harden of economics. "They had an
influence on me, absolutely," he said. "I have
veiy fond memories of all of them and think
highly of each of them."
The late President Robert G. Bone was
another important influence. "I grew veiy close
to him," Kasten said. "Those were fun times
with Jim Fisher '56, MS '57 and Buzz Shaw '61
in his office."
Fisher and Kenneth Shaw, who are also
alumni of Illinois State, went on to assume
important leadership roles in higher education
- Fisher as president of the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education and
Shaw as president and chancellor of several universities, including Syracuse University at present
Kasten visits the Illinois State campus
often and secs many changes. For one thing,
the university has grown from about 8,000 students to 21,000 since his student years. He is
proud of the university's growth in stature as
well as enrollment
"I am extremely pleased at the progress of
the university over the past several years, both
in improving quality and in the external outreach to alumni and friends of the university,"
he said. "Good things are happening there."

William Sulaski, a certified public accountant who lives in Normal, was appointed this
summer to a six-year term to the Board of
Regents by Gov. Jim Edgar. Sulaski replaced
the late Hal Riss of Shirley, who died in
Januaiy.
Sulaski, 53, is owner and partner in Sulaski
and Webb, CPAs of Bloomington. He graduated from Bradley University with a bachelor's
degree in business administration. His wife,
Susan Kay, is a 1983 graduate of Illinois State
University.
Sulaski has a strong record of public service as former president of the l\licLean County
Chamber of Commerce and chair of the United
Way, American Cancer S<x:icty and Hean
Fund. He also is trca.~urcr and finance chairman for the McLean County Republican
Central Committee.
Following his selection to the Regents,
Sulaski told reporters that he looks forward to
bringing his experience in business and community service into the arena of higher education.
"I think ifl have one special talent, it's in
areas ofcommunication and bringing people
together," he said. "I want to see what I can
contribute at this level, in representing the
views ofISU as well as other universities."
The Bloomington Pantagraph praised Sulaski's
appointment, noting that he "fulfills a need to
have a well-informed member of the Illinois
State University community on its governing
board." The editorial concluded that "Gov.
Jim Edgar made a good choice in selecting
Sulaski for the position."
The Regent~ govern Illinois State,
Northern Illinois and Sangamon State
universities.

-

RogerCushma11 '62
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Former basketball hero
stars with Peoria's children
harlotte Lewis '78, had an enormous
C influence
on the success of Illinois State's

numbers, colors and the alphabet. "It starts
them on the right track early on," she said.
women's ba~ketball team when she joined the
"I grew up in Taft Homes, like a lot of
squad in 1973. But it was nothing compared to
these kids, but then there were certain adults in
the projects who had time for us and who
the influence she currently has over hundreds
· of Peoria youths as program director at the
encouraged me and cared about my improving
George Washington Carver Community
myself," she said. "Today those kinds of people
aren't around to encourage kids, to help keep
Center in Peoria.
Lewis, a 6-foot-2 Peoria native, was a
them in school and away from the drugs and
the guns. So I've always felt an obligation to be
defensive powerhouse for the Redbird
women's team, and was a 1975 Pan American
that kind of person for today's kids," she said.
So strong is her sense of obligation to the
Games gold medalist with the United States
team and a member of the U.S. Olympic Team
future of Peoria's children that for three years
I.,ewis took money from her own pocket to run
in 1976. She played professional basketball in
Franee, Spain, Brazil and on pro teams in Cedar
a basketball league for youths in Peoria's housRapids, Omaha and Chicago.
ing projects. She paid for referees, for trophies,
and, police told her that illegal
·, activity virtually stopped in
~ the project while the games
were on.
Except for this summer
(when her corrections officer
training kept her in class all
day almost all summer),
Lewis has organized an
Olympics-type event for all
the summer programs in
Peoria. More than 600 children compete in a wide range
of athletic events at the threeday Summer Sports
Invitational.
Lewis sees youngsters at
the Carver Center who don't
get discipline at home but still
have to cope with hard life on
the streets. She is a long-time
proponent of education as a
way to get off the streets and
into a successful life. Lewis is
a living example of that policy
in that she recently completed training and has become a
correctional officer at the
Logan County Correctional
Center, a 1,200-pcrson
mixed-population facility in
Charlotte lewis, a force ta be reckoned with on Illinois State's women's basketball
Lincoln, Illinois.
teams of the mid-l 970s, today is a major influence and role model for hundreds of
"I had wanted to get into
children at the George Washington Carver Community Center in her hometown of
Peoria. Recently lewis completed training to become a correctional officer at the
law enforcement for a long
Logan County Correctional Center in Lincoln. She will continue to serve as program
time. When I was at Illinois
director at the Carver Center.
State I took a few corrections
courses," she said. "After talking to different people about it,
I decided to go into corrections." Lewis is a full-time officer on the night
After her last basketball stint in Spain,
shift at the correctional center and continues at
Lewis returned home to Peoria to become prothe Carver Center during the day.
gram director at the Carver Center, and quickly
"After my probation period at Logan
added an educational component to what was a
County is over I might like to get into the recresports-oriented program.
ation services aspect of corrections, but I don't
"Carver Center serves all ages, from 6want to leave the Carver Center," she said.
year-olds through young adults," Lewis said,
"One of the things I enjoy very much is work"but in addition to sports activities, we offer
ing with the kids, and I just don't want to let go
school tutoring, classes in math, reading, foreign
of them, especially the ones who came into the
languages, crafts, black history and other proprogram at Carver when I got there," she said.
grams to help build brains as well as bodies. We
ask them what they want to learn and we find a
way to teach it."
More than 400 youngsters and many
young adults benefit from the Carver Center
year-round. Programs run 9 to 5 weekdays in
the summer, and after school during the rest of
the year. Lewis teaches sports and almost all
academic courses (including French, Spanish
and Portuguese-which she learned in her basketball travels), as well as special exercise activities for preschoolers who at the same time learn
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Two of Illinois Stale University's five academic colleges have new deans. Sally Bulkley Pancrazio, professor and chair of the
Department of Educational Administration and Foundations since 1990, is the new dean of the College of Education, and Paul T.
Schollaert, associate dean of Old Dominion University's College of Arts and letters since 1987, is dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Two colleges gain new deans

S

ally Bulkley Pancrazio, professor and chair
of the Department of Educational Administration and Foundations since 1990, is the
new dean of the College of Education, and
Paul T. Schollaert, associate de-dl1 of Old
Dominion University's College ofArts and
Letters since 1987, is dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Illinois State's College of Education, one
of the largest in the nation, is composed of three
academic departments and includes laboratory
schools through the 12th grade and a university-wide Office of Clinical Experiences and
Certification Processess. There are more than
200 faculty positions in the college and laboratory schools and over 2,400 majors in Illinois
State's teacher education programs.
The College of Arts and Sciences is the
largest of Illinois State's five academic colleges
with about 450 faculty and 6,000 undergraduate
and graduate students in 16 departments. In
addition to its degree programs, the college
offers the core of the university's general education program required of all
undergraduates.Schollaert was at Old
Dominion, a state university of about 16,000
students located in Norfolk, Virginia, since
1976.
Schollaert succeeds Virginia Owen, who
was dean ofArts and Sciences since 1982.
Following a sabbatical, Owen will work with
Illinois State's Center for Economic Education
and teach in the Department of Economics,
which she chaired from 1978-81.
Pancrazio, a 1960 graduate of Illinois State
University in business education and psychology, succeeds acting dean Anita Webb-Lupo,
who returns to the provost's office as acting
associate provost Pancrazio also has a master's
degree from Indiana State and a d0ctorate in
secondary education and educational psychology from the University of Illinois at Urbana.
She was a fellow in the Institute for
Educational l.,eadership's education policy fellowship program at George Washington
University in 1975-76. She also engaged in
post-d0ctoral studies at Illinois State University,

the University of Illinois and the University of
Idaho.
Before returning to Illinois State as a
department chair, Pancrazio held educational
administrative positions in Springfield with the
Office of the Superintendent ofPublic
Education (1972-75) and the Illinois State
Board of Education (1975-90). She was manager
of research and statistics for 11 years and chief of
research and evaluation in her final four years
with the state board. She also served nearly a
year as acting executive deputy superintendent
Pancrazio taught for a number of years
before entering educational administration.
Schollaert earned master's and doctoral
degrees at the University of WisconsinMadison, with a major in sociology and a minor
in labor economics. He received his undergraduate degree in social welfare at Pennsylvania
State University in 1967.
He was an assistant professor of sociology
at the University of South Carolina from 197276. He took a similar position on the Old
Dominion faculty in 1976 and advanced in rank
to full professor of sociology by 1987. He was
chair of Old Dominion's Department of
Sociology and Criminal Justice from 1983-87
before moving into the College of Arts and
Letters administration as associate dean in 1987.
Schollaert has had a dozen publications in
academic journals and has presented 14 papers
at professional meetings of national scope. In his
current research, Schollaert is analyzing a
national sample ofwomen in childbearing ages
for the determinants of birth timing and is
studying the changes in income levels among
high-wage occupations during the 1980s.
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received in fiscal 1993 will enable departments in the collegcs,ofBusiness, Fine
Arts, and Applied Scicnl'C and Technology
to provide state-of-the-art computer tech-
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New gift club plan implemented
In recognizing the need to increase private support for Illinois State University, a new gift club
plan was developed to accommodate both the immediate and long term objectives of the university's development program. Designed to be comprehensive, three primary objectives were
incorporated:

1) to enhance and increase annual giving,

2) to broaden and strengthen the major gifts program, and
,;,

3) to encourage the need for increased unrestricted giving.
The gift club program has two components, recognition for annual gifts and recognition for
major gifts. There are three levels for recognizing annual gifts: Century Club ($100-$249),
Campus Club ($250-$499), and Dean's Club ($500 - $1000). At the major gifts level, there is
one single (umbrella) society with multiple recognition levels. To emphasize the history and
tradition of Illinois State University, the name OLD MAIN SOCIETY was chosen for the
umbrella. Individuals will be recognized as members of the OLD MAIN SOCIETY, but at a
specific level of giving:

Presidents Academy: Member, Distinguished Member,
Corporate Member ($10,000)
Founders Academy: Member, Distinguished Member,
Corporate Member ($50,000)
Jesse Fell Academy: Member, Distinguished Member,
Corporate Member ($100,000)

Marc McLean in Boston Wheelchair Races
nergy, speed, and determination are the
keys to winning a race, according to Marc
McLean, a junior from Streamwood who is
majoring in therapeutic recreation at Illinois
State University.
Those qualities are equally important for
someone racing in a wheelchair, as McLean did
in the U.S. National Track and Field races in
Boston July 21-25. The race was for athletes
with paraplegia and quadriplegia, and this year
included persons from Mexico and Canada in
the competition.
McLean, who was partially paralya:d in a
car accident six years ago, brought several
medals home. His proudest achievement was
coming in second place nationally for the 5000
meter race and setting his own personal record
of 15 minutes and 14 seconds for that distance.
He also raced in the 400 meter, 800 meter, and
1500 meter events,
McLean has been competing for four
years and says that racing is what keeps him
moving. "I like to travel, that is what keeps me
going and competing, and when you have a
sport you love, that is even better," McLean
said. "Also, one of the things that I enjoy while
racing is meeting new people."
The Boston race gave him an opportunity
to compete with international competitors.
'This was the first time I have ever competed
internationally, and this gave me a feel for people of different places and also made me wonder what to expect in a race. I have learned
never to underestimate anyone in this sport,"
McLean said.
McLean also enjoys representing the state
of Illinois and Illinois State in races nationally.
"I am proud of being an Illinois State
University student and I want people to know
that. I also want to educate people, not only
here but everywhere, that people who use
wheelchairs can be athletes and represent their
schools."
McLean competes year-round. Races
coming up for 1\ilcLean include the Detroit
:vlarathon on October 24, and the Chic-ago
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Marathon on October 31. He also hopes to
compete in the Boston Marathon next year.
This summer, McLean worked out with
the team from University of Illinois and paid
his own expenses for his races. He hopes to get
local organizations and Illinois State to help
fund some of the national and international
races. "I enjoy racing a lot, but it gets expensive," he said. "It is sometimes hard to get people to sponsor you, but writing letters and letting people know who you are helps."
For his races, McLean uses a 14 and onehalf pound custom-made $2,000 chair. It has
added disking for dynamics and an especially
designed water bottle that does not require
hands to use. "It is a great chair," McLean said.
It took me a month to learn how to use it
because if you don't learn how to maneuver it
right you can get hurt."
He also uses specially designed gloves to
help move faster.
Learning how to use the race chair was
just a minor detail, compared to the rehabilitation he faced after the car accident which
resulted in him being a wheelchair user. "It was
hard at first to get used to the situation," he
recalled. "I had to get co know myself all over
again the first two years."
During McLean's rehabilitation and
through the influence of his friends, wheelchair
racing caught his attention. "Before the accident I was very athletic," he said. "I was in
track, football, and enjoyed spores in high
school. I wanted to compete again and this is
the type of sport that helped me do that."
McLean is going on his fourth year of
competition and enjoying every minute of it.
McLean says he plans to race for as long as he
has the desire and as long as the fun stays in it.
He plans to finish college and find a job in
Therapeutic Recreation.
"I hope to some day be a coach and help
others set their goals," he said. "I also want to
encourage people not to give up and get people
who use wheelchairs involved in spores."

1857 Academy: Member, Distinguished Member,
Corporate Member ($500,000)
An additional level of recognition, The President's Circle, is designed to encourage unrestrict-

ed gifts, those gifts which are used to support projects identified as higl1 priority by President
Wallace. Donors recognized at this level must make an annual gift of$2,500, and half of the
gift be designated as unrestricted dollars. If you would like additional information regarding
the new gift club structure, please call the Office of Stewardship Services, (309) 438-8041.
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Multicultural Center plays a major role
in cultural environment
trip to Mexico would be more than a 24-

hour drive from Illinois State University
A
and a visit to Africa would take an even greater
investment in time, but students can sample
these culnircs with a mere 10-minute run to the
campus border.
The :Vlulticultural Center, located at the
north edge of the campus, plays a major role in
the development of the university's cultural
environment Since 1987, the center has
offered a variety of programs to help students
exchange customs and beliefs from their many
heritages.
Brian Corpening, director of the
Multiculturnl Center, says that students who
use the center really benefit from it. "We try to
develop programs for the Illinois State community to expose student5 to the cultures that we
support and represent," Corpening says.
The staff works closely with the MECCPAC (Multi Ethnic Culturnl Co-Curricular
Progrnmming Advisory Committee), which is
comprised of student organizations and different areas of campus. Together, they work
towards putting more emphasis on theme
months and providing culture programs
throughout the year.
This spring, for example, the Minority
Scholar Planning Committee arranged for
Donald Deskins, the distinguished professor of
geography and urban sociology from the
University of Michigan, to visit with students
and deliver a public speech.
Another important spring event which
captured the interest of many students was a
program on gangs and gang intervention.
The Multicultural Center co-sponsors
events for Black History Month, National
Hispanic Heritage Month, and Women's
History Month. The center works with ALAS
(Association of Latin American Students) in
planning an annual Fiesta and assists the BSU
(Black Student Union) in planning activities in
African~American culture. One of the highlights in February is the Black Heritage Ball.
The center also shares in the activities of
Preview, a summer program for incoming students and their parents, and ofParents
Weekend, an annual fall activity.
Another major effort for the Multiculn1ral
Center is aimed at keeping Latin American
and African-An1erican student5 involved in
campus activities on weekends. Mary Peterson,
assistant director of the Multicultural Center,
feels that it is important to provide programs
that help student5 feel comfortable in the college environment so they c-an participate fully
in c-ampus life.
The center offers an open house for students to come and meet and talk about their
different backgrounds and possible obstacles
they may be encountering in college. Also, the
center contains a library and video tapes available to assist swdents in dealing with cultural
issues and acceptance. Peterson feels that these
services help students have a better understanding ofeach ocher. "We try to provide an
atmosphere of home away from home. where
students feel welcome and comfortable,"
Peterson says.
Although the center is used more by
/\frican-Amcric-,ms and I,atin Americ-an srudent5, Corpening says he hopes co sec more
student5from other backgrounds and cultures
use it. "We arc not promoting segregation or
separation, or that one culture is better than
another," Corpening clarifies. "'v\le promote
everyone who attends Illinois State and we all

have a right to be respected and wanted. We try
to promote a healthy appreciation of all cultures
represented here at Illinois State University."
Another task for the Multicultural Center
is to keep students informed through various
publication. "Alert" is a bulletin that assists
minority student5 and their parents in monitoring their involvement in the education process.
This publications is available at the beginning
of the fall and spring semesters.
A newsletter entitled "Voices of Unity" is
published monthly. The newsletter gives information on current events and articles to increase
awareness of issues concerning Illinois State's
minority community. The Multicultural Center
journal "Distinctions," published yearly,
includes discussions and issues on race and culture. Anyone at the university may contribute to
the journal. Fiction, non-fiction, poetry and
other creative materials may be submitted to
the Multicultural Center.
The Multicultural Center continues to create programs for the future with the aim of getting more students and faculty involved with
the center. "What I sec as the university moves
toward the future and a more diverse curriculum and new faculty come into the community
is that the center can provide research and
resources for what takes place in student and
academic areas. The center serves as a bridge
between student affairs and the academic affairs
area," Corpening says. He envisions the
Multicultural Center serving as a liaison to help
the Illinois State community work together for
greater understanding of diverse cultures.

Martha Gan:ia
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Brion Corpening (left), director of the Multicultural (enter, discusses a reference work from the center's library with students Melvin Coldwell (center) and Robert Gonzalez.
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Illinois State tops Missouri Valley,
Gateway conferences in NCAA
graduation report

N
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o matter where you go, the question rings
the same for those charged with administering intcrcollegiacc athletics ... Can competitive and academic success be meshed?
Ac Illinois State, the cold, hard numbers
answer with a resounding "yes."
Illinois State has dominated competition
in the ~ifissouri Valley and Gateway
Conferences for years. In fact, since 1982 the
Redbirds have won a whopping 68 league
championships.
Illinois State's women's teams competed
in the Gateway Conference from 1982-91. In
1992, the women's teams merged into the
Missouri Valley Conference. Today, the
Gateway Conference is known as the Gateway
Football Conference, and offers only a football
championship.
Bue as the focus continues to sharpen on
the academic progress of student-athletes, it
wa<; a recently released NCM survey that gave
the Redbirds perhaps their most impressive
victory.
The survey, which charted graduation
rates of student-athletes from 1986-91, revealed
that no school in the Missouri Valley or
Gateway Conferences graduated its competitors at a higher rate than Illinois State.
"It speaks well for our goal of academic
and athletic excellence," said Illinois State athletic director Rick Greenspan. "Obviously, our
goal would be 100 percent graduation and
retention, but realistically, there is going to be
some attrition."
Illinois State's 62 percent graduation race
for student-athletes is nine percentage points
above the rate for all students at the institution.
"I haven't come down yet," said Donna
Taylor, Illinois State's assistant athletic director
for academic assistance and compliance. "This
is a very nice reward for a lot of people who put
in a lot of hours."
Greenspan pointed to recmitment as a
key in Illinois State's academic success, a
thought shared by Taylor.
"Our coaches bring in student-athletes
who are already committed to doing well academically," Taylor said. "They have the motivation that makes it possible for our support staff
to be SUC'Cessful."
And just like competitive athletics, academic success really breaks down to a team concept, according co Taylor.
"The best thing about our situation is the
team approach," she said. "From the athletes to
the coaches co the academic advisors to a faculty and staff chat is extremely helpful. The
faculty and staff respond well co our department because they know we're committed."
It is possible to increase that commitment,
however. Despite the impressive performance,
there are still holes to fill in the academic counseling of Illinois State's student-athletes.
"Our two biggest needs are space and
staff," Taylor said. "We've turned on the kids
to academic responsibility, but our study center
only holds 30 people. That's not many when
you consider we begin the academic year with
400 students participating in spores at Illinois
State. We're n1ming kids away who arc not
required to be there. Many are participating
voluntarily,-but we can't always accommodate
them."
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Soccer players face tough schedule

Jon Ruehlicke, a member of the Illinois Stale soccer team,
was a second-team GTE-CoSIDA Academic All-American. Here
he addresses the gathering al this year's GTE-lSU StudentAthlete Excellence Banquet as Illinois State's Male ScholarAthlete of the Year.
"Ifwe're going to insist on high academic
standards, we're obligated to support the student-athletes academically."
That support is high on the list of the
priorities according to the first-year athletic
director.
"Effons to increase funding for staff and
facilities in this area are critical," .Greenspan
said. ''We hope to solicit the support of alumni,
former athletes and friends successfully over
the months ahead."
As it stands now, the study center is coordinated by Jane F ulcon along with a few graduate students. According to T aylor, the study
center was open from 8 a.m., to 2 a.m., at times
during the school year.
"We still have a ways to go," Taylor said.
"In athletics, you want to win. Sixty-two percent is good in relative terms, but it's not necessarily winning to me. Seventy-five to 80 percent
would be more of a winning situation to me.
We can't be satisfied with these results. We
look at them as a positive step for us. Now we'd
like to move forward and improve."

Any way you look at it, the 1993 Illinois
State Redbirds are young. Eighteen of the 25
players are freshmen or sophomores; only four
returnees started more than 15 matches in 1992;
only three seniors return from the nationallyranked 10-8-2 squad.
Despite the inexperience, head coach
Tim Carter has a5sembled one ofthe toughest
schedules a Redbird team has ever faced.
Among the non-conference foes are both cochampions of the Big Ten (Indiana and
Wisconsin), Great Midwest winner Saint Louis,
Big Ease champion St John's and Metro champion UNC-Charlotte.
The Missouri Valley Conference slate is
equally challenging. Creighton finished 1992
ranked second nationally, while both Tulsa and
Bradley were ranked in the Midwest Region's
top 10.
Top returning scorers for the Redbirds
include forwards Dan Beck, a junior, and Nick

Kerry, a sophomore. Beck scored a team-high
nine go-Jls and tallied four assists, while Kerry
added five goals and three assists. Other top
returnees are senior midfielder Sean Dougan
and the defensive quartet ofsenior Ryan Lakin,
junior Alex Andros and sophomores Rick
Goettel and Jamie Burton. Two-time MVC
Defensive Player of the Weck Dave Walther, a
junior, also returns to mind the nets.
The Redbirds open their eight-game
home schedule September 12 against Western
Illinois, followed by the fourth annual Illinois
State Soccer Classic September 25 (vs. Wright
State) and September 26 (vs. Akron). October
sees the Redbirds begin MVC play, as Drake
comes to town on October 1, followed by
Creighton on October 3. A three-game
homcstand closes the regular sea5on, as Indiana
visits on October 22, Bradley on October 24 and
Saint Louis on October 29. All home matches
are played at Adelaide Street Field.

1993 Men's and Women's
Cross Country teams optimistic
It is not often that an athletic team can be
described as both youthful and experienced,
but when describing the Illinois State men's
and women's cross country teams, it is the perfect description.
The 1993 Redbird men's team returns the
top seven mnners from the last season's
Missouri Valley Conference runner-up squad,
and of those seven only one, Eric Edmunds, is
a senior.
"Looking down the road, we have only
one senior, so we are optimistic that the next
two years could be the best two years ofcross
country at Illinois State," head coach John
Coughlan said.
Leading the '93 squad is junior Carl
Davies. After finishing sixth at the 1992 MVC
cross country championships, Davies captured
the 5,000 meters title at the conference indoor
track championships and raced co a 12th-place
finish at the NCM Championships in the
same event
Davies will be pushed by junior Art
Siemers and sophomore Maha Martinez.
Siemers ran to a fourth-place finish at the conference cross country meet and two seconds at
the Southern Illinois Saluki County Fair
Invitational and the Illinois State Invitational.
Martine,: finished two seconds behind Davies
for seventh place at the MVC meet and captured first place at the Bradley Invitational co
start the 1992 sea5on.

The Redbird women are in a similar position as the men as only one senior, Montrice
Granberry, returns for the 1993 season. Running
with five freshmen in 1992, the Redbirds took
fifth place at the Missouri Valley
Championships and are optimistic for an
improved showing this year.
''We are still a very, very young team,"
Coughlan said, "but we are talented, and we are
continuing to improve."
Coughlan saw much of that improvement
in sophomore Heather Murphy during the 1993
indoor track and field season. Murphy finished
11th at the 1992 MVC cross country championships, but surprised her competition to win
both the mile and 3,000 meter races at the conference indoor track charnpionshi ps. Her time
in the mile was the only sub-five minute nm
and broke both the conference record and the
UNI-Dome record in the event
Coughlan expect<; fellow sophomore
Jenny &hmeichel to team with Murphy to lead
the '93 cross county squad, but feels Granberry
and sophomore Brittany Johnson will also be
keys to the team's overall success.

Rare mix of newcomers, returnees makes for
optimistic football outlook
~

e winds of change blow constantly
back Danny Barnett (led Illinois State to wins
through incercollegiacc achlccics. Each
in three of the last four games last season), safeNovember, seniors finish their playing careers.
ty James Dowdy (four pass interceptions in
Each August, a group of wide-eyed freshmen
1992), nmning back Keith Goodnight (5.6
embark on the same. And so it goes.
yards per carry last season), offensive tackle
Typically, change injected it~elfinco
Corey Mackey, linebacker Chris Stevens (92
Illinois Stace's football office in 1993. This year,
tackles last season as a freshman) and comerhowever, the breezes blew a little harder.
As the Redbirds prepare
for a new sc.,,1son, they do so
with a colorful new offensive
coordinator, a trio of exciting
transfers and a list of returnees
that provide the nucleus for a
good measure of the preseason
optimism.
"I really like our mix," said
sixth-year head coach Jim
Heacock. "We've got a lot of
hard workers, some lively personalities and a group of talented athletes. The anticipation for dint Cullen (96) was a first-team all Gateway Conference defensive end lost season.
a new season is always high, but
back Franky West (eight passes broken up last
it seems to be escalated this year."
The veterans include a couple players
season).
who could buck for all-America honors.
Several newcomers will figure prominentDefensive end Clint Cullen, the son of former
ly in the plans. Of those newcomers, there is
Redbird standout Bruce "Bronc" Cullen, has
particular interest in transfers Lester Anderson,
already been mentioned on some of the preseaKevin Dixson and Will Hill. Anderson, originalson all-America squads. A tenacious rusher,
ly a product of East St. Louis Lincoln HS,
over one-third of his tackles last season were
transferred to Illinois State this summer from
made behind the line ofscrimmage.
Michigan State. At 64, 210 pounds, he will
On offense, several NFL scouts already
compete with Barnett for the quarterback job.
Dixson, a receiver, came to Illinois State
hay~ )h~ir eye on tac)d~.Ell;>ert Betts The 6:?, ,
295-pounder was a key ingredient in Illinois
from Wayne State (Michigan) and literally stole
State's record-setting offense in 1992. That
the show in the Redbirds' incrasquad spring
group chalked up 3,954 yards, the most in
game last April. He hauled in six passes for 78
school history.
yards and one touchdown in that contest.
Cullen and Betts are just part of the picHill, who also played in the spring game,
ture, though. Other standouts include quartertransferred to Illinois State from Ohio State. At
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Djerf, Vazquez join
Illinois State coaching staff
Tracy Djerf and Jesus Vazquez have
joined the coaching staff at Illinois State.
Djerf, a former standout Redbird golfer, is
the new women's golfcoach, and Vaz,que-1~ a
former assistant coach at Iowa, is the new gymnastics coach.
Djerf(pronounced Jerf), just completed
her first season as an assistant coach at Illinois
State, her alma mater. Formerly, she served a
five-year coaching stint at Joliet West High
School, where she was head volleyball and girl's
basketball coach for three years. She was the
1990 Illinois Basketball C'..oaches Association
District 9 Coach of the Year.
The Lockport native played on tluee conference championship teams at Illinois State,
including the 1983 squad, which qualified in
the NCAA Tournament.
This year's team won the Missouri Valley
Conference title, it's fifth league crown in the
last 10 years. The squad graduated just one regular.
Djerfreplaces Chris Clark, the 1992 MVC
Coach of the Year, who resigned to spend more
time with her family.
Vazque-4 34, was an assistant and recruiting coordinator at Iowa from 1984-92. During
that time, the Hawkeyes posted their best-ever

Big Ten (second) and NCM (21st) rankings.
Iowa gymnasts achieved several academic honors during that time, including a 3.35 grade
point average in 1992, the third-highest nationally for gymnastics teams.
Originally from Omaha,. 1ebraska,
Va,,,quez graduated from Northern Iowa in
1982. He began his coaching career at UNI in
1981 and stayed two seasons before moving to
the Sokol Omaha Gymnastics Club as an assistant coach from 1982-84.
Vazquez is the only NCAA All-Americ.,'an
in gymnastics in Northern Iowa history. In
1980, he placed fourth in the vault at the
NCM meet, ninth in the rings, ninth in the
floor exercise and 13th overall.
He replaced Joanne Bowers, who resigned
at the end of the 1993 season. Bowers' husband, John, a former assistant football coach at
Illinois State, has taken a similar position at
Eastern Michigan.

5-10, 206 pounds, the St Louis native
(McCluer HS) is a bullish running back who
will be a valuable component of the offense,
particularly in short yardage and goal line situations.
The team's new offensive coordinator is
27-year coaching veteran Chuck Dickerson,
who most recently served as an assistant coach
with tl1e Buffalo Bills. Dickerson is a native of
Roxanna, Illinois, and worked two different
stints on some of the highly successful Eastern
Illinois teams of the late '60s and early '80s. He
was also on coaching staffs at Memphis State
and the University of Minnesota.
The Redbird schedule is challenging co
say the least. Conference foes Western Illinois,
Indiana Stace and Northern Iowa will visit
• 1ormal as will I-M powerhouses McNeese
State and Younbrstown State. Youngstown State
won the 1-M national championship two years
ago and McNeese State is ranked second in
one of the preseason polls.
At least one of those polls has also been
kind co the Redbirds. College Foocball Preview
magazine has the Redbirds ranked #18 in its
preseason poll.

Redbird Football Tickets
and Special Promotions
Redbird football tickets are on sale now
from the ticket office in Redbird Arena
(309/438-8000).
Season tickets sell for $50 each ($37.50 for
faculty and stam. Individual reserved seat tickets are $10 for adults and $6 for youth high
school aged and younger. A special group rate of
$6 per ticket is available to groups of 10 or more
for the McNeese State, Northern Iowa and
Youngstown Stace games.
Special promotions are also planned. A Pig
Roast will be held in conjunction with the
home opener on September 18 vs. McNeese
State. Country C.,ompanies will distribute free
Redbird football posters co the first 5,000 fans.
On October 2, Western Illinois visits for

the annual Homecoming game. A fireworks
extravaganza is set for halftime.
The Parents' Day game is October 16
when Indiana State travels co Hancock
Stadium. On November 13, when national IM power Youngstown State visits, Beer Nuts
will have a special treat for the first 1,000 fans.

Volleyball champs set to repeat
Television and radio
A dominating 16-match
winning streak was the cataplay-by-play coverage, plus
lyst to a 304 record, a
local and area newspaper coverage, all reached new
Missouri Valley Conference
Championship and a trip to
heights.
Morgan's 1993 team,
the Sweet 16 of the NCAA
Tournament for coach Julie
which includes first-team AllMissouri Valley Conference
Morgan and the Redbird volselections Nelson and
leyball team.
Michelle Rucker, plus MVC
With Missouri Valley
all-Academic choice Carla
Conference Player of the
McQueen, is loaded with hitYear Kim Nelson and seven
other letterwinners returning,
ting power. It's a good thing,
Morgan's squad figures co be
because the schedule is
another monster featuring
the one to beat in the MVC
four Big Ten teams, Notre
again.
Dame, plus powers from tl1e
Morgan, Nelson and
company earned the respect Kim Nelson was the Missouri Volley Conference's Big Eight, Southeast, Great
of the volleyball community most valuable player lost season.
Midwest and Mid-American
conferences.
by extending the great
The home season opens with MVC oppoRedbird volleyball tradition to new heightsthe furthest NCM Tournament advance for a
nent Drake at 7 p.m. Friday, September 10.
Other highlight home matches include
Gateway or rvrvc team.
Northwestern (7 p.m., October 12), Penn Stace
And that respect paid dividends in terms
of both fan support and media coverage. T he
(7 p.m., October 16) and top MVC rival
Southwest Missouri State (7 p.m., November
Redbirds were No. 14 in the nation in average
5).
home attendance and drew more than 2,600 co
Redbird Arena for the NCAA Tournament
Tickets are available at Redbird Arena or
by calling (309) 438-8000.
first-round victory over Houston.
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Be Wild with Pride when you wear your official Illinois State Universily Homecoming 1993 sweatshirt.
This heavyweight, cotton/polyes!er sweatshirt comes in ash gray with the Wikl with Pride design. You'II
want b add this striking sweatshirt b your collection. It's a limited et:lition, so order row.

$25 Mxle in the USA
An Illinois Slale University exclusive.
Please allow 2weeks for delivery.

HOMECOMING 1993 SWEATSHIRT
Adu~Siz.es

Quantity

Cost

Small
tv\edium
Large
X-large
XX-large

Shipping and handling $2 per i!ern
Total $ _ _ _ __

Name

Mdress

Cl1y

Zip

[xiytime Phone

tv\ake check pcl}'IJble lo Illinois State Universi1y. Return check and order form lo:
Alumni Services
3100 Illinois State Universi1y
'"Nolttiat,"fr•is1796>3'1'00''.., "'~"="" ·

· Illinois State ~s. Western Ifijnois ·
Tickets may be ordered by completing thi$ form and returning it to
Alumni Services, or tickets qiay be purchased in person at the Athletic
Ticke,t Office located in the Redbird Arena. ,ForMas\erCard or VISA
orders call (309)438-8000.
Quontily

Trd<ets

Reserved Seot $10.00
ISU stooent vmh va&d ISU ID $3,00
$3.00 handing~ order .

. Cost

1·

1 -____::._ _ _ __ , _ _ _

.__·~......._c_-'-'-----"-....,.,,..,."'-,C--

Name

Ci1y

~Phone
. ,'
. i ·. ."'. ' . N
.
,
.
,
.
-,.
Tickers can be mailed or held a~ Will CalL(noith gate of fledpird Arena)Jor pick op on
gamc,day. Please indicate:_._·•_. _mail tjcke~·- .. _hold tickf1;5.
.
~

y

;:

No orders will be mailed after September 24. No refunds for any-tic½et sales
,,

"'

f

Make chack payable to IIIinoia State University. Return check at:1;dorder or,n1 to:
Alumni Services
_3100 lllinois State lJniversity
.Normal, I[, 61790-3100
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Class of '88 gift of sculpture dedicated

FO'OiBAtL TIC:KETS ·

...

1 11 , 11

A unique event at Homecoming '93 will
be the dedication of the gift from the Class of
1988: an original sculpture by an Illinois State
senior art student.
As a result of the Senior Challenge pledge
drive, the Class of '88 designated part of its gift
to be a statue of Reggie
Redbird. Prohibitive cost5
for such a statue, however,
led to the formation of a
committee whose task it
was to apply the money to
an appropriate, affordable
class gift that met the original intentions.
Class members contributed $5,000 toward the
statue. Additional funds
from the Senior Challenge
were contributed by class
members and given directly tO academic areas as
requested by the donors.
Committee members,
representing Unversity
Relations, Development,
Alumni Services, Redbird Arena,
Intercollegiate Athletics, the Art Department,
and the Class of 1988, chose to host a juried student sculpture competition. The winning entry
by senior Art major and Bloomington, Illinois,
native Charlene Bokesch is a beautiful burnished steel abstract piece, approximately 12
feet tall, entitled "Competitive Edge"

According to Robert Heucnnann, acting
director of the Annual Fund, "Charlene's sculpture is a spectacular example of the high quality
of student art work being produced at Illinois
State. We were impressed that it so effectively
represented tl1e student-athlete and the spirit of
athletic competition
which is precisely what
the original committee
wanted to honor with
their gift."
The sculpture will
be mounted out5ide the
north entrance of Redbird
Arena. Bokcsch is constructing the piece with
minimal assistance in a
local workshop and will
supervise the mounting
and placement as well.
Although this is her
'~ I
first public sculpture
j ,\
piece, she hopes to do
J) \
more in the future. 'Tm
really proud tl1at this piece
will be at the university
where I'll receive my degree," Bokesch said.
A fonnal dedication ceremony for the
sculpture will be held on Homecoming,
San1rday, October 2, at 4:30 p.m. All alumni and
friends arc invited, and members of the Class of
1988 arc particularly encouraged to attend.

Monday, September 27
Daytime
Spirit Week Activity
7 p.m.
Business Week Event
"Diversity in Retail"
8:30 p.m.
Business Week Event
"Diversity in the Global Market Plac

Saturday, October 2
Bone Student Center
Old Main Room

10 -11 o.m.

Campus Tours available

9 -11 o.m.

College of Education Reception
complimentary coffee and doughnuts
SK Run for the Redbirds
Contact the Athletic Promotions Office
(309) 438-7143 for registration information.
Industrial Technology Department
Alumni Luncheon
iculture Department BBQ Luncheon
all of Fame Reception

8:30 a.m.

Tuesday, September 28
Daytime
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

8 p.m.

Spirit Week Activity
Business Week Event
"Persons with Disabilities in the Wo
Business Week Event
"Diversity Issues in the Work Place"
Faculty Artist Concert Ko Iwasaki, Cello

Bone Student Center
Circus Room
Bone Student Center
2-East Lounge
Kemp Auditorium

11 :30 o.m.
12 p.m. - 2 p.m.
12-2 p.m.

Wednesday, September 29
Daytime
3 p.m.
7 p.m.

Spirit Week Activity
Business Week Keynote Address
Loleta A. Didrickson, Director
Illinois Department of Employment Security
Illinois State University Chamber
Orchestra Concert

8:30 p.m.

10 p.m.

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 - 10 p.m.

7 p.m.

I.

!side Moulton Hall
School St.
4p.m.
4- 6:30 p.m.

Spirit Week Activity
College of Busin
All alumni
call Pat G

bird Arena
Plaza north of
Redbird Arena

ia's,
e Cream,
hi Circus performances
gift (Art Sculpture
Redbird Arena
ene Bokesch)
North Gate
Hancock Stadium

4:30 p.m.-

8 p.m.

Ropp Building
Bone Student Center
Old Main Room
Bone Student Center
Circus Room

St., east an Nori
east on Beaufo
!berry to Schaal

Business Week Event
"Diversity of Tomorrow's Sales Professionals"
Business Week Event
"Workforce: The Accounting Perspecti
Movie showing "Made in America"

g"Benny & Joan"
n/Normal Alumni Chapter Reception
i are invited to join the chapter in
retiring faculty.
of the Bands

Turner 105

Center for the Visual
Arts 110
Honors Office

Friday, October 1
Daytime
6p.m.

Horton North Gym

Moulton Hall

raden Auditorium

Thursday, September 30
Daytime
Spirit Week Activity
7 p.m.
Movie showing "Made in America"
7 p.m.
Student Talent Show
8:30 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Circus Room
Eyestone School

Redbird Arena
Capen Auditorium
Jumer's Choteau on
Jumer Drive and
Veteran's Parkway
Bone Student Center
Prairie Room
Allen Theatre

6:30 p.m.

7 p.m.
Bp.m.
8 p.m.

Capen Auditorium
Bone Student Center
Circus Room
Allen Theatre

10 p.m.

Capen Auditorium

Sunday, October 3
8 p.m.

ess Window Decoration
10 p.m.

2 p.m.
,..

nt "A Visit to France"
ert
Ire Department production of
Harold Pinter play "The Birthday Party"

Kemp Auditorium
Allen Theatre

Questions? Need Hotel/Motel information? Call Alumni Services (309) 438-2586

Homecoming '93-Wild with Pride
Alumni from all eras are invited to return
to campus for the annual Homecoming celebra-

tion. Homecoming '93 will be held October 1-3
with a little different look from years past
'I'wo major changes in the Homecoming
schedule have been made to encourage both
alumni and student participation: the annual
parade will step off from the comer of College
Avenue and University Street at 2 p.m. and the
football game will begin at 6:30 p.m. in
Hancock Stadium. A fireworks show during
halfcime of the football game is an addition to

the traditional lineup of activities.
The theme "Wild with Pride" will be
used throughout the weekend. Sweatshirts
with the bold and colorful theme logo are available for alumni to purchase, either in advance
(sec order form on page 10) or during the
weekend's activities.
'l'he Bloomington-Normal Alumni
Chapter invites all alumni to attend the second
annual Friday evening reception at Jumer's
Chatcau in Bloomington. Join other alumni,
family members and friends for complimentary

hors d'oeuvres and fellowship.
Don't miss the chance to satisfy cravings
for Avanti's and Garcia's Pizza in a Pan, as well
as other food favorites, at the Redbird Family
Fair beginning at 4 p.m. on the plaza area
between Honon Field House and Redbird
Arena. Other food vendors will include
Redbird Concessions and Carl's Ice Cream.
Carnival games for children, a disk jockey, and
performances by Gamma Phi Circus also will
be provided.
Help cheer the volleyball team on to vie-

cories during matches on Friday evening and
Sarurday afternoon.
Come back to campus...enjoy the fall colors on the Quad, cake advantage of the opportunity co gather with former classmates and
roommates, and be a pan of the excitement for
Homecoming '93.. .Wild with Pride! See the
above schedule for a complete list of activities.
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Chapter News
BLOOMINGTON/NORMAL
'fhe Bloomington/Nonna! Alumni
Chapter held their annual meeting and election
of officers on June 8. Alumni joining che board
for the first time include Jerry Abner '75, Lynn
(Gray) Kearney '74, and Vicki (Paloumpis)
Kupec '77.
Alumni joined together for a Social Hour
at Alexander's in Normal on August 6; special
guest was Barbara Wilson, new director of
Alumni Services. Some chapter members also
joined with Redbird Educational Scholarship
Fund members to promote Illinois State activities at a booth at the McLean County Fair
August3-7.
Bloomington/Normal alumni can plan
now to attend the chapter's second annual
Homecoming reception on Friday evening,

For information about an
Alumni Chapter near you

CHICAGO
The chapter's Community Service
Committee and a variety ofvolunteers did a
terrific job representing Illinois State by helping
staff the Children's Miracle Network Telethon
ac WLS-TV on June 5 and 6.
Nearly 50 Chicago area alumni, family and
friends enjoyed a beautiful summer evening on
the lawn and a performance of che Chicago
Symphony Orchestra at the Ravinia Festival on
July 10; a special guest was Illinois State assistant professor of communication Elighie Wilson
MS'82.
Congratulations to the ISU Foundation's
Chicago office manager and loyal chapter
helper Cindy (Pemberton) Robson '89, and
husband Peter Robson '89, who welcomed
Kenneth David Robson (Class of2014?) on
July 11.

Bloomington/Normal

DALLAS/FORT WORTH

Jane (Geroghty) Whitman '65, MS '69
President(309) 663-1488
Kathy Embry '84, MS '89
President(708) 749-8449

The annual Texas Rangers game and tailgating party will be held on Saturday, August
28. Plans are also in the works for an all area
alumni picnic, annual meeting, and election of
officers in early fall. For more information, contact chapter president Chuck Hansen MS '75.

Dallas/Ft. Worth

HOUSTON

Chuck Hansen MS '75, President
(817) 545-4828
Alan Lindsay '79, President
(713) 370-1264

The Greater Houston Area Alumrli
Chapter leaders are planning to survey alumni
in their area soon regarding chapter activities for
the year. Ifyou have suggestions or would like
to help in planning, contact chapter president
Alan Lindsay '79 soon!

lndianapobs

LOS ANGELES

Fred Kaufman '69, MS '73
President (317) 846-3585

Plans are underway for an alumni theatre
event chis fall. Ifyou would like to help in organizing chapter activities, please contact Denny
Sevier '75, at (310) 394-1499, or Julie Goodlick
in the Alumni Services Office, 800-366-4478.

Chi<ago

Houston

Los Angeles
Denny Sevier '75
(310) 394-1499

Philadelphia
Bruce Boettner '74, President
(302) 239-5448

Phoenix
Deborah Coloma '83
(602) 992-7072

Ro<kford
Anissa Kryzanski '90, President
(815) 395-1840

Springfield
Ray Morelli '49, President
(217) 632-3975

St. Louis
Dennis Dockins '82, Interim President
(314) 963-1602
Ifyou would be interested in volunteering to assist with alumni events or developing a chapter in your area, please
contact Julie Goodlick '81, MS '85,
Assistant Director, Alumni Services,
at 800-366-4478.
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October 1. At this reception the chapter will
honor a local alumnus with the
Bloomington/Normal Alumni Exceptional
Achievement Award. The awards committee is
currently calling for nominations and invites
any Bloomington/Normal area alumni to forward their suggestions to Mark Langenfeld '69,
rvIS '75, (309) 663-1488 (home) or (309) 766-6576 (work) as soon as possible.

PHILADELPHIA
At their annual meeting in May, the
Philadelphia Chapter held their election of officers. Welcome to new board member Steve
Kampwerth '85, and congratulations to those
continuing co serve on the chapter Board of
Directors.
On Saturday, July 3, a small but loyal band
ofalumni cheered on the Phillies. Afccr the
game, they were treated co a spectacular fireworks display!

PHOENIX
An organizational meeting is in the works
for August, as Phoenix is very likely to become
Illinois Stace's newest officially-chartered alumni chapter this year! Ifyou would like to help
Phoenix alumni in their chapter formation
efforts, contact Deborah Coloma '83 at (602)
992-7072.

ROCKFORD
Attention, alumni in the Rock River
Valley! The chapter's board ofdirectors and the
Alumni Services Office are seeking additional
volunteers to help with chapter activities. We
need your leadership skills! If you would like to
help Illinois State and expand your personal

and professional networks, please call president
Anissa Kry1.anski '90 or chapter coordinator
Julie Goodlick ac 800-366-4478.

SPRINGFIELD
Illinois Stace's Athletics Department and
the Springfield Area Alumni Chapter presented the BankOne Springfield Redbird Golf
Classic and Alumni Dinner on June 28 at the
Panther Creek Country Club. Nearly 100
alums and friends golfed along with many of
the Illinois Stace coaching staff. A highlight of
che day was Athletic Director Rick
Grcenspan's hole-in-one! Awards and prizes
were presented ac chat evening's alumni dinner. Many thanks to Springfield and other central Illinois alumni who attended to help support Redbird athletics.

Chicago. chapter
.
reorganization
Since the inception of the alumni chapters
program, effectively providing programs and
services to the nearly 30,000 alumni in the
Chicago metro area has presented a unique
challenge. More than one quarter of Illinois
Stace's total alumni arc in
Chicago and its suburbs, yet
the level ofchapter participation, programs, and services
in the area has not been fully
maximized. In continually
crying co better meet the
challenge, plans have been
made for developing six
chapters in Chicago accord- •
ing to geographic regions
(see map accompanying
story).

Wacker Drive. This individual will be a member of the Alumni Services staff and will work
closely with the Alumni Association's
Chapters/Clubs committee. A search is currently underway for this position.

Benefits
In addition to convenience for alumni,
rcgionalization offers Chicago-area alumni a
variety of benefits. First, the total number of
programs, events, and seminars being offered in
the Chicago area can be increased. Alumni who
are unable to attend a program on a certain date
may be able to attend it (or something similar)
in another location. This allows alumni the
chance to hear from their university with more
regularity and to let Illinois State know their
opinions or concerns.
Second, certain alumni chapter activities-particularly community service programs,
admissions work, and governmental relations
opportunities-arc best oriented to particular
communities or districts. People like co focus
their volunteer efforts on helping those in their
own communities, recruiting students from
local high schools, communicating with their
own legislators. As chapters focus more on spe•
cific geographic areas, a closeness between
alumni and their Alma Macer c.,-an be developed
and, at the same time, an important public rela-

Illinois State University
Chicago area alumni chapters

Six Chapters

Region 3
Alumni should not
8,887
need to make a major effort
to attend a chapter-sponsored event, join with ocher
alumni in a community serRegion 6
vice activity, or attend career
8,514
night at an area high school.
Yet, alumni who live in major
metropolitan areas well
29,128 alumni as of
know, just getting around
I March 1993
can be enough co deter them
from participating in activities! With six chapters representing varied
tions function in individual communities can be
regions in the Chicago metro area, alumni
performed.
chapter activities can come to the alumni,
Finally, by having six chapters more alumrather than alumni always corning to activities.
ni
will
have the opportunity to use and improve
Chicago area alumni can choose which of
skills and to expand networks
their
leadership
the six chapters to be included in, since many
by
serving
a~
chapter
leaders. Alumni will have
people live in one region and work in another.
a larger number of volunteer opportunities.
All alumni are always welcome to participate in
Clearly one of the most valuable aspects of
the activities of another area chapter. Of course,
chapter involvement-besides being able co
there will be a few events or activities each year
give back to Illinois Stace and today's stufor all Chicago-area alumni to have the oppordents-is the opportunity to grow personally.
tunity to band together as one big group, as
alumni recently did to cheer on the White Sox.
Your Chapter Needs You!
The six Chicago chapters will be coordiFor our Chicago chapters to be successful,
nated by a Chicago Chapters Coordinating
we need your involvement! Please let us know
Council, comprised of the six chapter presiifyou'd like to help carry the Redbird spirit in
dents and other key Chicago alumni represenyour area by calling Alumni Services Assitant
tatives. This group will work co ensure that the
Director JulieGoodlick '81, MS '85, at
six groups work cooperatively, share ideas, and
800-366-4478. Or, fill out the volunteer form on
don't end up sharing the same daces for events!
this page and return it at your first opportunity.
The chapters and the Coordinating
Your university needs you!
Council will be guided by an Alumni Services
chapter coordinator, who will work out of the
ISU Foundation's Chicago office at 1 East
L . __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Events planned for 1993-94
Region 9

State of Illinois

November 9
March 1
March 22

Region 1-6

Region 8

February 3
Springfield, October 29
January 21
October 14
February 8

Region 7
October 14
November 16
February 8

...

.

.

'

.

The Offices of Alumni Services and
Development have developed an exciting
events plan for the 1993-94 academic year.
Designed to extend more and better services to
alumni and friends of Illinois State University,
the event programming is designed to bring
faculty, students and senior administrators to
both the cities and regions where current
Alumni Chapters arc flourishing as well as
where there arc plans to build chapters.
The map of Illinois and the enlargement
detailing the six chicago regions provides an
overview of the events schedule. In addition to
the events scheduled in Illinois, we have scheduled events in, Indianapolis (November 2),
Florida (November 3-5), Pennsylvania and
New York (November 17, 18), Arizona and
California (January 25-27, 1994), Texas (March
7-8, 1994), and Washington, D.C. (March 30,
1994). Each event offers attendees the opportunity to sociali;,.c with fellow alumni and repre-

'

sentatives from Illinois State as well as receive
updated information about the University, its
Facuity and students. Each issue of Alumni
Today will offer a current list of event~ dates and
the program being offered, so you can mark your
calendars. Consider this your first invitation-and
watch for the next, personalized invitation in
your mail! We want to see you in the '93-'94
event season.
If you would like more information, or have
questions, please call the office of Stewardship
Services, (309) 438-8041.

Chapter Volunteer Interest Form
I would be interested in volunteering to help with or
organize an alumni chapter in my area.
Region 11

Cm Year

Name

Home~

St. Louis, Region 10,
and Region 11
October S.
February 24
April 7

Cily

State

Work lnlonmtioo:
Posilioo

'

Chicago area
I

Slote

Region 3,4
November 11
February 22

March17

Work

Phone:Home

FAXNm
~
ISUAclivffies

Spouse Name

ISUAlun?

Cm Year

Spouse's ISU Aclivffies

Skls/lllets Ilxrve for my m <hapter.

Kankakee,and Regions S,6
October .l 2
March 10
March 21
March17

Return to:

Chapter Coordinator, Alumni Services
3100 Illinois State University
Normal, IL 61790-3100
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Alumni career opportunities
Alumni interested in making career or job
changes will have an opportunity to get help in
making these changes through seminars being
planned by the Alumni Services Office and the
Career Services Center.
Five seminars are tentatively being
planned. Three will be held in the Chicagoland
area, one in Springfield and one in Peoria. The
first seminar is scheduled for late October. All
seminars will be held on Saturdays.
Registration will begin at 10 a.m. and the seminars will conclude at 3:30 p.m. Lunch and
materials will be included in the registration
fee.

Seminar participants will have an opportunity to do hands-on career exploration and
interest studies. Information on job searching,
networking and using resources will also be
included. Sessions will be presented by individuals from the University's Career Services
Center.
Alumni interested in receiving additional
information or registration materials should
conta<,'t the Alumni Services Office at
(800) 366-4478.

Change in transcript fee
The Records Office has announced a
change in transcript fee. Effective July 1, transcripts now are $6 per copy.
Transcripts may be purchased by mail or
in person. To request a transcript by mail,
please send your request in writing to Records
Office, 2207 lllinois State University, Normal,
IL 61790-2207, and include the following information: name (including any former names),
current mailing address, social security number,
birth date, date oflast attendance, complete
mailing address where the transcript is to be
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sent, $6 fee/per transcript, and the signature of
the person whose record is being requested.
To purchase transcripts in person, proper
identification must be shown and the payment
of $6 per copy requested must be made at the
Cashier's Office (located in the former
Placement Services Office on the west side of
campus), 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday. The fee receipt, proper identification
and a Transcript Request Form must be submitted to the Office of Records for processing,
in Julian 210. All transcripts will be mailed.

What does it take to feel Wild
with Pride about Illinois State?
Perhaps it comes from the
excellence in leadership demonstrated by our alumni Regent, Carl
Kasten '66. "Proud that Carl is one
of us" is certainly a recurring
thought I have had whenever I
observed his even-handed approach
to issues and his substantive, conscientious endeavors with the Board of
Regents. "Proud" is no doubt a
descriptor that will come to your mind as well
when you read about his work as a Regent in
this issue of Alumni Today.
Just as Regent Kasten did before him,
Regent William (Bill) Sulaski met the high
standards set by the Alumni Board
Appointments Sub-Committee, led by Sam
Van Scoyoc '66. It was with real pride and firm
conviction that we recommended both gentlemen to the Governor for appointment
Most definitely, there is pride in our
University's heritage, in the faculty who have
influenced our lives, and in the professional and
personal achievements offellow alumni. The
series on Legacy Families is testament to the
value these families place on the above points
of pride.
Or perhaps pride stems from the commitment and significant contributions made by
alumni to the Association. We have been fortunate to have high caliber people as directors on
the alumni board and in leadership positions
within the various chapters and clubs. They
have served to strengthen the Association's governance and programs. Note the names of these
individuals listed elsewhere in this edition. To
all of them I extend our appreciation.
I would be remiss if I did not add a note of
pride and appreciation to the Alumni Board's
Nominating Committee spearheaded by Carl
Sneed '71, MS '72 and Norma (Lebre) Van
Scoyoc '62. They worked diligently to identify
new board members who reflect the diversity of
our membership and possess the varied skills
and experiences needed to achieve our objectives.

First Legacy dessert
All alumni who have sons or daughters currently enrolled at Illinois State University arc
invited to attend the first Legacy Dessert, to be
held during Parents Weekend.
The dessert will be held on Saturday,
October 16 from 12:30-1:30 p.m. in the Paraic
Room on the second floor of the Bone Student
Center. 'l'he program will include the presentation of the first :'vfarian Dean-Student Alumni
Council Legacy Scholarship.
Applications for this scholarship arc being
accepted through September 17. All freshmen
students for the fall 1993 semester, who arc
the sons or daughters of at least one Illinois
State graduate, are eligible to apply for this
scholarship. One one-time award of$250 will
be presented. Applications arc available
through the Student Alumni Council Office,
(309) 438-2586.
There is no charge for the dessert.
However, advance registration is required by
calling the Student Alumni Council Office at
(309) 438-2586. Reservation deadline is
October 1.

Hopefully, you will share our
pride in the services and programs
offered through the Association
from which all alumni can benefit We strive to provide quality
services that meet a range of
needs for our alumni. Consider
the possibilities available to you
which arc outlined in other sections of this issue.
Whatever the reasons, Wild
with Pride is more than a
Homecoming slogan. Rather, it is a good reason
to come home the week of September 27 to
participate in the special events sponsored by
our colleges and their departments. Check the
schedule of events found on page 11. Be here
to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of our
Graduate School and the College of Business'
25th Anniversary ... connect with friends and
faculty ... attend the parade and game on
October 2 to honor our Regents, the recipients
of the Athletic Hall of Fame, and the Alumni
Association's Outstanding Teachers awards.
And be here to cheer our team on to victory.
So, join us for Homecoming ... a time to
recapture the memories and friendships . . . a
time to savor the pride.
Lois RodemodrerMills '62, MS '69

Agnes Tappe passes away
Agnes Tappe, who was featured in
a story in the spring/summer issue of
Alumni Today, passed away July 5 at the
age of 108. The 1926 Illinois State
Nom1al University graduate was
believed to be the oldest living alumnus
of the institution.
'1'appe was retired from the
Freeport (Illinois) school system, where
she had been a third grade teacher for
over 30 years. She spent her entire life in
tl1e Freeport area, living the lase 17 years
of her life ac the St. Joseph I\ursing
Home.
In the summerof I937, Tappe participated in a Redbird Trip, studying
field geography for eight weeks. Her
life was dedicated to the education of
her students and a~ well as her nieces
and nephews.
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Alumni Board Elections

E

ight alumni were elected to tenns on the
Illinois State University Alumni
Association board of directors for the first time
at the association's annual meeting, held July 24
at Bone Student Center.
Members of the board of directors represent more than 110,000 graduates of Illinois
State. With the assistance of volunteer committee members, they work with the Alumni
Services staff to provide many programs and
services for alumni.

Newly eleded to three-year terms were
• Rich Clemmons '72, of Nonna), government
relations, Illinois Farm Bureau;
• Dave Fowler '78, of Ottawa, farm manager,
First National Bank; and
• Mark Langenfeld '69, MS '75, director oflifc
and health claims, State Farm Insurance
Companies.

Newly eleded to two-year terms were
• Dan Liefel '71 ofBloomington, attorney,
Illinois Agriculture Association;
• Don Shafer '76 ofPeoria, vice president, First
of America Bank; and
•Lisa T hompson '93, of Lombard, teacher,
Willowbrook High School.

Newly eleded to one-year terms were
• Bambi Burgard '93, of Kansas City, a graduate srudent at the University of Missouri; and
• Andrew Purnell '57, of Matteson, teacher,
Community District 218.
Re-elected to three-year terms were Don
Fernandes '79; Keith Middleton '39; Lois
(Rademacher) Mills '62, MS '69; Carl Sneed
'71, MS '72; Dale Sutter '61; and Dave
Templeton '67, MS '71.
In addition, officers for the 1993-94 year
were elected, all for their second one-year
terms. Mills was re-elected president; Jeff
Fritzen '74, was elected vice president; Don
Fernandes '79, was elected treasurer, and
Lynda (Lane) Lane '66, secretary. Rollie
Mercer '71, and Mike Wiese '84, were appointed as at-large members of the executive committee, which also includes Jim Peterson '69 in
his capacity as past president

Lois (Rademacher) Mills

point" and her 26 years as a
teacher as strengths she brings
to the board. She said "keeping
abreast of the political issues facing post secondary education
and actively getting involved in
advocacy" are the biggest challenges to her as a board member.
Lane said she enjoys "staying involved in ISU's present
and furure" as one of the greatest pleasures of being a board
member.

Lois (Rademacher) Mills of Lake
Bloomington, a legislative aide for state Sen.
John Maitland Jr., earned her B.S. in elementary education in 1%2 and her MSE in 1%9.
Her ties to Illinois State extend to her husband
Dr. Fred V. Mills, who is the former chairperson ofthe Depattment ofArt, and their six children, Michael, Mollie, Merre, Randy Asper,
Susan Asper, and Todd Asper, all of whom
have attended or worked at the university.
A board member since 1986, she cites her
"commitment to invest the time and energy
needed to be informed and to serve as a catalyst
for other alums to feel an ownership within the
association" as her contribution to the board.
"I see my role as one of consensus building for priorities and leading members in developing plans to achieve these priorities," she said
of her two-year service as president
Strengthening alumni networks nationwide and increasing financial and staffsupport
to develop new chapters and clubs at the same
time maintaining or increasing existing
alumni services, are the board's biggest challenges, Mills said. "Building a sense of team
among and between the alumni board, staff,
chapters, and clubs--we've made significant
strides in this respect, but as president this is
still a priority."
Mills said she most enjoys the "synergism
and the quality of ideas generated when a
group_of alums and staffcome together for a
common purpose, as well as seeing the
collective good that has resulted on behalf of
the association."

Michael Wiese of
Bloomington, a senior analyst in
data processing for State Farm
Insurance Companies, earned
BA degrees in Mathematics and
Applied Computer Science in
1984. His wife, Rebecca (South)
Wiese, earned her BA from
Illinois State in 1987. They have
a 19-month old son.
A two-year member of the board, Wiese
has served as chairperson of the awards committee.
He cites his organizational ideas and
enthusiasm in tackling new ideas as strengths
he brings to the board.
"I'm concerned that I don't do enough to
advance the image and content of the board,"
he said. He most enjoys working with "folks
who have a genuine concern for Illinois State."

Lynda G. (Lane) Lane

Don Fernandes

Lynda G. (Lane) Lane ofMeLean, is a
12-year member of the board of directors. She
earned her BA in 1966 and is an English
teacher and assistant theater director for
Olympia District 16 schools. Her husband,
Richard V. Lane, earned his B.S. from Illinois
State in 1%5 and they have a daughter, Susan,
who is a 1993 graduate of DePauw University.
Lane previously served on the board as
treasurer. Now in her second term as secretary,
Lane cited her "mature and conservative view-

Don Fernandes of Normal, earned his BS
in accounting in 1979 and is senior vice president of First Federal Savings of Bloomington.
He is the father ofa daughter, Jennifer, and he
expects her to graduate from Illinois State about
2009.
Fernandes has served on the board for
three years and has previously served as secretary. He is now serving his second term as treasurer.
The strengths he believes he brings to the
board include "one more opinion and my
time," although he notes that the biggest challenge he faces as a board member is "finding
the time to keep up with all that should be
done."
He particularly enjoys getting a close look
at "how the university works and operates."

Michael Wiese

Rolfte Mercer

Members of the Illinois State University Alumni Association Boardof Directors executive committee for 1993-94 are (from left)
Don Fernandes '79, Jeff Fritzen '74, Mike Weise '84, Linda (Lane) Lane '66, and Lois (Rademacher) Mills '62, MS '69. Absent
from the picture are Rollie Mercer '71 and Jim Petersen '69.

Rollie Mercer of Normal earned his BSE
in health and physical education in 1971. He is
superintendent of data processing at State Farm
Insurance Companies. His wife, Mary
(Sneesby) Mercer also earned her BSE in 1966
and will receive her master's degree this year.
T heir three children include Krista, a 1993
Illinois State graduate, Amy, who anticipates a
19% Illinois State graduation, and Lindsy who
is a high school student
Mercer is a two-year member of the board
and has served as chairperson of the homecoming committee.
He cites "time, organiz.ation, and effectiveness in representing ISU and the board to the
alumni," as the strengths he brings to the board.
He sees two challenges facing him as a
board member, including "continually trying to
assist and encourage more alumni to participate

Elected to terms on the Illinois State University Alumni
Association Board of Directors at the annual meeting in July
were (seated, from left) Bambi Burgard '93, Dan Leilel '71,
and Lisa Thompson '93, (Standing, from left) Mark
Langenfeld '69, MS '75, David Fowler '78, and Rich
Clemmons '72. Absent from the picture are Donald Shafer
'76 and Andrew Purnell '57.
and support ISU." He also cited "informing
alumni on the difficult time that ISU faces," as
another priority.
Mercer said the best part about serving on
the board is the good feeling he gets from giving something back to Illinois State.

Jeffrey A. Fritzen
Jeffrey A Fritzen ofNormal earned his
BS in communication in 1974. He and his wife
Judy have three children, T yler, Audra, and
Jenna, and project their Illinois State graduation dates to range between 2004 and 2012.
Fritzen is an account executive for
Bloomington Offset Process in Bloomington
and is a former sportS writer for the Daily
Pantagraph.
In his seven years on the board he has
served as vice president, treasurer, awards committee chairperson, and on the editorial board
and the communications committee.
His experience in journalism, printing,
and public relations, along with the perspective
developed in a lifelong association with the
university and the community are the contributions he feels he brings to the board.
''Trying to stay close to our needs and
responsibilities during gaps in formal meeting
times, (and) staying focused," are the challenges he sees facing the board. In addition to
the close relationships he has developed as a
member, he cited "contributing to the needs at
hand to benefit the university," as the most satisfying aspect of serving on the board.
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This is the secondpmtin a se,ieshighlightingfamilies
with two ormoregenerations ofIlli11ois Stote
U11ivmity graduates. To be i11cluded infuture
editions ofthisfeot11re, send the names, addresses,
grad11atio11 years, andemployme11ti11formati.011 ofall
legacyfamily members to AlumniEdito1; 3100
Illi11ois State Univmity, Nonna/, IL 61790-3100.
Gmup photographs willbe 11sedwhm possible. Please
indicate ifphotograplJS shouldbe returned.
ormer Alumni Association President
Gordon Fidler '51, MS '52 has made his
family an Illinois State legacy. Daughters
Tammy (Fidler) Swinford '73 and Marta
(Fidler) Brue '76 have continued in his footsteps through their involvement with the
University. Although wife and mother Peg was
not a student, her Redbird loyalty is strong.
Tammy tells of her mother sending her father
back to Cardinal Court to change Tammy's
diaper so she wouldn't miss any of the action
during a ball game. Gordon retired as the superintendent ofOttawa (Illinois) High School and
is currently teaching in the Business Education
and Administrative Services Department at
Illinois State. Tammy teaches and lives in
Darien, Illinois, with her children. Marta is
employed at State Farm and lives in Normal
with her two children. Her daughter is a student at University High School.

F

in Bloomington, and Richard graduated in
1968 and is employed at the University of
Northern Colorado. She reports that David's
youngest daughter Marissa will have to wait
several years to become of college age, but
already has earned a few Redbird feathers as a
girls' basketball camp participant
Alice (Dohrs) Stauffer '43, Normal,
began a legacy for her two sons. John '71, MS
'72 is employed by Union Tank Car Co., in
East Chicago, Indiana, and David '73, MS '75
is employed by Country Companies in
Bloomington. In addition, her father, Alfred
Dohrs attended ISNU for two summer terms
in 1919-1920 in preparation for teaching in rural
schools.
The Alumni Quarterly in February 1964
featured a list of alumni parents with freshmen
students at the University. Included was a picture of some of the freshmen, including sisters
Jane (Schroeder) Smith '66 and Joy
(Schroeder)Jaoobs '67. Their alumnus
mother is Margaret (Johnston) Schroeder
'37, who lives in Peotone, Illinois. Jane is a high
school Spanish
teacher at
Peotone and Joy
is in the department of Family
and Child
Ecology at
Michigan State
University.

Rebecca
(Brittin)
Cowan'80is

Gordon Fidler and grandchildren ride in the 1984
Homecoming parade.

Mary (Cooke) Speers graduated in 1960
and her daughter Frances Speers Huff
PastJna graduated in 1955. Mary taught in

The legacy of Corrine Rose Cornolo Davis hopes to span
three generations with granddaughter Rachel, class of 2013.
1985 and received his master's degree in 1988.
He is married to Elena Marie Larson, class of
1987. Daughter Michelle Davis Bartlett graduated in 1989 and son Stephen Davis in 1992.
Her future graduate is Andrew, who is planning
to graduate in 1994. And, she
hopes that granddaughter
Rachel Corrine Bartlette will
be in the class of2013!
Another three generation family includes the late

Madeleine Hoffrichter
Ratcliffe, who attended in
1923-24; Madeleine
(Ratcliffe) Soderlund '52;

Evans Brittin, Marilyn (Kirchner) Brittin, Rebecca (Brittin)
Cowan and Andrew Cowan are a legacy and musical family.

the daughter of
Marilyn (Kirchner) '57 and Evans Brittin
'56, MS '57. Rebecca works at the Lincoln
Library in Springfield, Illinois. Evans is retired
from teaching in Springfield. They enjoy performing with Rebecca's son Andrew in the
"Andrew C'..owan Trio."
All four members of the Ayers family from
Pekin, Illinois are Illinois State graduates.
Parents Kent '68, MS '72 and Marilyn
(Jenkins) Ayers '67, son Greg '90, and
daughter Michelle '90 are all proud Redbirds.
Kent is athletic director and chairman of the
department of driver education at Pekin
Community High School; Marilyn is a teacher
at Central Junior High School in East Peoria,
Greg is assistant general
manager of the Peoria
Chiefs, and Michelle is a
teacher and coach at Saint
Aloysius in Springfield,
Illinois.
The mother-daughter legacy of Kathryn

Illinois until she and her husband moved to
Steilacoom, Washington in 1972. Frances
teaches Home Economics in the Clover Park
School System in Tacoma, Washington.
The VanEman family legacy spans three
generations. The late Amola Belle
Young V anEman received a diploma in 1927. Robert VanEman
received a bachelor's degree in 1931.
He currently is retired from teaching
and lives in Marionville, Missouri.
Lucy V anEman Larson '60 and
Carl Larson Jr. '61 live in St Louis.
(Serrine) Ould Sullivan
Lucy is retired from teaching and Carl
'69 and Heidi Jo
is district manager of maintenance for
(Sullivan) Suchor '89,
Venture Stores. Julie V anEman
Kathryn Sullivan (left) and daughBeal, a grand-niece of Robert, received ter Heidi Sullivan Suchor are both
MS '92 extends beyond
having graduated 20 years
her degree in 1992. She is married to
teachers in Peoria, Illinois.
apart Both lived in
Darren Beal '92. Otl1er relatives
Whitten Hall while students and both began
include Alice Canterbury Young, who
attended in 1927-28, and Margery Alice
teaching careers at the same school, Peoria
(Illinois) District 150.
Young Fogal '59. Lucy reports her father,
Joan Deany Ulrich '86 reports on her
Robert, was a childhood playmate of the late
two-generation Illinois State family. Her parRobert G. Bone, former president of ISNU.
ent5, Carol (Cailteux) '60 and Jerome
Little did they realize Or. Bone would present
Deany '58, met at Illinois State and were marRobert's daughter I,ucy with her college diploried a week after Carol's graduation. Jerome is
ma.
The family roots of Edith Gail Wiles
retired from teaching and Carol is a substitute
teacher in the Rich Township (IIJinois) School
Webb '37 trace through the University as far
District. Daughters Joan and Jill Deany Dirr
back as 1911, when her mother and father,
'91 met their husbands while Illinois State stuC'...ecil (Root) and Willard Wiles received
diplomas. Her father also received a bachelor's
dents. The Deany's other two daughters chose
other Illinois universities and, while both have
degree in 1928. Iler husband, Carl Webb, is a
very good jobs, they arc not married and are
1936 graduate.' l'heir three sons all attended
Illinois State-Jolyon attended, David is a
teased that this is because they chose the wrong
1975 graduate and is employed at State Farm
universities. Joan's husband is Jeff Ullrich MS
'91 and Jill is married to Doug Dirr '91.Joan
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and Jeff also call their infant son a "Redbird
Miracle."
Corrine Comolo Davis graduated from
the Home Economics Department in 1959.
Her oldest son, Joseph Davis, graduated in

Newmarn Keest '35. Mildred is deceased;
Roberta teaches eighth grade in South
Wilmington, Illinois; and Richard works in
Farmer City, Illinois, for Tabor Grain.
Mike Campbell '72 followed in his
fatl1er's footsteps in education and business. He
is employed with CS Direct Advertising, which
his father, Allen Campbell '47, founded. Both
live in Bloomington.
Thirza Cordes Oements '60 is also part
ofa three generation Illinois State family. Her
mother, Mary Elizabeth Keigwin Cordes,
received a two year degree in 1925, a bachelor's
degree in 1957 and a master's degree in 1957.
She retired from teaching at Washburn (Illinois)
in 1974. Thirza's son, Kurt Oements, graduated in 1990 and is employed with ITT Finance
in Champaign, lllinois. His wife is Elizabeth
DeRouin Oements '91, who works at
WAND TV in Decatur. Thirza teaches elementary school in St Joseph, Illinois. She
reports having always been proud of her alma
mater and the education she received there.
The aunt and granddaughter ofOarence
Kuster '36 both also attended Illinois State. His
aunt, Ida (Pettit) Zimmerman '28, BS '30, is
retired from teaching in Rockford, Illinois.
Granddaughter Kara Kuster '91 is employed
by Oliver Dunlap Associates in Chicago.
Clarence is retired from Normal C'..ommunity
High School.

and her twins Barbara

(Soderlund) Augsburger

who attended in 1979, and
Thomas Soderlund '93. In addition,
Madeleine Soderlund's son Richard teaches in
the History Department at Illinois State.
Shana (Schwartz) Hammond '92 married into a legacy family that spans four
decades. Her husband
is James Hammond
'91, employed by J.M.
Huber Corporation in
Quincy, Illinois; his
parents are Orris
(Pfaff) '65 and Dick
Hammond '64, who
live in Addison,
Illinois; his brother is

Richard Hammond
'87, employed by
Baxter Health Care;
his aunt is Jeanne
(Pfaft) Eichorst '68,
a special education
teacher living in
Forest Park, Illinois;
and his cousin is Ron
Lemm '75, a band
director, living in
James and Shana (Schwartz)
Downers Grove,
Hammond and Christine
Illinois.
(Pfaff) and Richard
Grace Torbert
Hammond are part of an
Miller, who received
extended legacy family.
a bachelor's degree in
1955 and a master's degree in 1960, began her
edut-ation at ISNlJ in 1919. All three of her
daughters have attended the university.
Eleanor Miller Mears received a bachelor's
degree in 1948 and a master's degree in 1963;
Margaret attended for two years; and Donna
attended for three years. Grace is retired from
teaching and lives in Clinton, Illinois. Eleanor is
a substitute teacher in Clinton and supervises
Illinois State students receiving clinical experiences there.
Richard Comeglio '85 graduated from
the same university as his mother and grandmother. Roberta (Keest) Comeglio '61
repons her son received his degree 50 years
after his grandmother, Mildred Kathryn

Father and son Lyle and Mark Guenther share the some alma
maier and a love of tennis.
Father and son Lyle '58, MS '63 and
Mark Guenther '89, MS '92 share not only
the same alma mater but also an interest in tennis. Both were members of the Redbird tennis
team. They have competed in USTA sanctioned father-son tennis tournaments for many
years and were nationally ranked 22 in 1990 and
12 in 1991. Lyle has recently retired from teaching in Ottawa, Illinois, and Mark is a tennis
teaching pro in Atlanta, Georgia.

Ruth Floyd Nicewonger '74, MS '80
and Leta Floyd Buhrmann '86 followed in
the foorsteps of their mother, Alice McCorkle
Floyd '46. Ruth is the school librarian in
Heyworth, Illinois; Leta is the business administrator for the First United Methodist Church
in Normal; and Alice is retired from teaching in
Clinton, Illinois.
Illinois State junior Mark MacGregor of
Chic,-ago Ridge, Illinois, is following the legacy
established by his parenrs and grandparenrs.
His grandfather (who is now deceased), James
MacGregor, graduated from IS:\"C in 1938.
His wife, Marion Wickert MacGregor Dye
graduated in 1939 and received a bachelor's
degree in 1965. She is retired from teaching and
lives in Glenview, Illinois. .\'lark's parents arc
Donald MacGregor '64, MS '70 and
Charlene Beneski MacGregor '64. Donald is
a teacher in Orland Park, Illinois, and Charlene
is a speech/language pathologist at Arbor Park
Middle School in Oak Forest, Illinois.

'39

'56

Elaine (Ingram) and Francis Huggins
are active in a variety ofcommunity service projects in their community, Palm
Bay, FL.

Ed Jones :MS '57 is district (Plainfield,
IL) coordinator of Fine Ans for grades
K-6, conducting the bands and teaching general music at Crystal Lawns and
Grand Prairie elementary schools.

'42
Geneva Meers, Mount Vernon, IA, was
elected to the Board of Trustees of
Cornell College, where she is a professor of English emerita.

'43
YJean (Staples) Chambers was given
an honorary doctoral distinction from
Purdue Univeristy Calumet,
Hammond, IN, where she is a professor emerita of communication:

'47
Lorelle (Bobbett) Kimbrough
received a commission from the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles to teach in
Madang, Papua New Guinea for three
years as a lay mission helper and
teacher at Malala Upper Secondary
School.

'49
Joseph French MS '50 was awarded
the Dorothy Hughes Memorial Award
for outstanding achievement in the
field of educational and school psychology. He is a professor at Pennsylvania
State University.

'52
. Robert Fletcher, Belleville, IL, retired
after teaching high school biology for 38
years. He has reviewed biology, botany
and zoology textbooks and has written
articles for various publications.

'53
Alice Purdes MM
'54, Madison, IL,

has been selected to
appear in ''Who's
Who", ''Who's Who
of American
Women," and
''Who's Who in the
Midwest"

'54
Howard Saar MS '61, Plainfield, IL, is
assistant professor of mathematics at
Nonh Central College, Naperville, IL.
He was awarded the Certificate of
Meritorious Service by the Illinois
Section of the Mathematical
Association ofAmerica.

'59
Leon Kellar, a coach and administrator,
was inducted into the BloomingtonNormal Officials Association Hall of
Fame. He lives in Colfax, IL.
Thomas Patrick
retired as a high
school principal of
Tucson (AZ) Public
Schools. He plays
music professionally throughout the
south west He
resides in 1ucson
with his wife Sue.

'60
Wayne Meece, Normal, IL., retired as
a Big Ten Conference football official.
He was inducted into the
Bloomington-Normal Officials
Association Hall of Fame.
Diana Dreyer received a doctor of
philosophy in English from Indiana
University of Pennsylvania.

'61
Sam Snuffin is a retired Mendota (IL)
High School math teacher.

'62
Glen Newton MS retired as principal
of Oakland Elementary School,
Bloomington, IL.
James Murphy MS '64, St Cloud,
MN, is chairman of the United States
Tennis Association's Collegiate Tennis
Committee. He is assistant women's
tennis coach at St Cloud State
University.

'63
Stan Ommen is the president and
chief operating officer of Champion
FederaVFirst ofAmerica Bank.McLean County. He is a member of
the ISU Foundation Board and chair of
the McLean County Economic
Development Council.

'65
George Jomdt MS '67 was named
president at Triton College, River
Grove, IL. He and his wife, Mary, live
in Wheaton, IL, with their three children.

(':iary Stevens EdD '92 is the director
of Secondary rl eacher preparation at
Sheldon Jackson College, Sitka, AK.
He earned a doctor of education
degree in Curriculum and Instruction.

'66
Janet (Apland) Emmons is vice president and consultant in the Nonhbrook,
IL, office of Jannotta, Bray &
Associates, Inc. She and her husband,
Larry '64, reside in Glen Ellyn, IL.
Larry is president of Emmons Coach
works.
Robert Baker was promoted to dean
of student development at Waubonsee
Community College, Sugar Grove, IL.

'67
Bonnie (Brown) Thomas MS, EdD
'72, is an associate professor of educa-

tion at Illinois Wesleyan University,
Bloomington, IL.
Sandra (Voomees) Steele teaches
kindergarten in the Princeton, IL,
school system She was one of five
teachers named by a Princeton area
television station as a "favorite
teacher".
Diane (Grohne) McNeilly MS '68,
Rochelle, IL, is the dean of Liberal
Ans and Sciences at Kishwaukee
College.
James Chesebro MS, chair and professor in the department of communication at Indiana State University,
Terre Haute, IN, is the editor of
"Extensions of the Burkeian System,"
He is the associate editor of four communication journals.
Melvern Finzer is a captain for United
Air Lines and served a three month
temporary duty out of London's
Heathrow Airpon. His wife, Carolyn
(Laning) '69, presented at the April
Native American Colloquium at the
Lorado Taft Campus and recently
received the Greene Wood
Environmental Award. They reside in
Naperville, IL.

'68
Torry B1ackert MS is the principal of
Millikin School, Geneseo, IL.
Diane (Pikcunas) Jones is the principal of Komensky Elementary School,
Berwyn, IL, and adjunct professor in
the area of Early Childhood Education
at National Louis University. She has
written a study on unification issues
published by the Council for Scx;:ial and
Economic Studies.
Sid Scott is the vice presidenthuman resources for Woodward
Communications, Inc., Dubuque, IA

He is a pan-time instructor at Clarke
College.
John Hamilton MS '71 is vice president of instruction at Western
Wisconsin Technical College. He
resides in Onalaska, WI.
Robert Rush MS '79, Decatur, IL, is
the chairman, president and chief operating officer for Bank OneBloomington-Normal.
Paul Short is senior vice president for
State Bank of Lincoln (IL).

'69
Linda (George) Greep is the director
of community relations/video production for Evergreen School District She
received two state awards and a national
award for excellence in education
advenising. She lives in Vancouver, WA
John Marshall is a communications
officer and was named the Police
Officer of the Year by the Winnetka
(IL) Chamber of Commerce.
Kathy (Meggesin) Mathers is chair of
the English Department at Washington
Irving Junior High School in Colorado
Springs, CO. She and her teaching
panner developed an award-winning
interdisciplinary project which gained
national attention for their students.
She was chosen 1993 Colorado Teacher
of the Year.

'70
Julie (Karnprneier) Herring received a
master of education, counseling and
guidance degree from Nonhwestern
State University of (Natchitoches)
Louisiana.
Laura Patterson is acting dean of the
library at Lewis University in
Romeoville, IL.
Helen (Moser) Petersen MA '73 is
chairman of the United States Tennis
Association's National Junior Tennis
League Committee. She works in the
marketing department at the Carmel
Racquet Club in Carmel, IN.

'71
Susan Giordano
Kerouac is a third
grade teacher at
Southern View
School in
Springfield, IL. She
resides in
Springfield with her
two children. She was one of 14 teachers from Illinois selected for the 1993
Talented Teachers Award.
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Steven Greenquist is associate professor of art at Graceland College,
Lamoni, IA He and his wife, Andrea,
were on exhibit in a two-person show
at Teikyo-Westmar College.
James O'Rourlie MS is senior manager, corporate marketing/new markets,
for Amyway Corporation. He is a member of the Product Development and
Management Ac;sociation and resides
in Grand Rapids, MI, with his wife,
Carol, and four children.
Michael Rooney, Coppell, 'rx, is vice
president of Chicago Title Insurance
Co., Dallas office. He is a member of
the Champaign County Bar
Association, Chicago Bar Association,
Illinois State Bar Association and
American Bar Association.

'72
Patrick Wmters, Alexandria, VA, executive director of the Society of
Marketing Professional Services, was
recertified as a certified association
executive with the American Society of
Association Executives.
Vicki (Kalas) King is staff associate in
the service and systems department at
State Farm Mutual Automobile
Insurance Company, Bloomington, IL.
She and her husband, Bob, reside in
Towanda, IL.

'73
Mary Volk, Brooklyn, NY, is a prose
law clerk in the Eastern District of
New York Clerk's office, Brooklyn. She
received a merit award from the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals which
encompasses the four District Courts in
Connecticut, New Hampshire and the
Virgin Islands.

'74
Tom Kovalik is manager at the
Chicago terminal for Roadway
Express. His wife, Phyllis (Spivey) '73,
is a substitute teacher at Carl Sandburg
and Lemont High School. They reside
in Orland Park, IL, with their two children.
Barbara Illg, assistant professor of
accounting, is the recipient of the
Clarence F. Dissinger Memorial Award
for junior faculty at North Central
College. She and her husband, Gary,
reside in Naperville, IL, with their two
children.
Paul Lee is a safety technician/hydrogeologist for State Farm Insurance
Company, Bloomington, IL.
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Tunothy Wolfe MS '79, Arlington
Heights, IL, was awarded the Certified
Financial Planner designation and is
teaching income tax course for others
planning to be CFPs.

'75
Barb (Kaminski) Westwater is a consultant in Health Education for the
Connecticut State Department of
Education. Her husband, Jeff '73, is
the operations manager with Chubb
Group oflnsurance Companies. They
reside in Clinton, C with their two
daughters.
'lrevor SteinlY<1ch is vice president of
nutrition education for the National
Dairy Council in Rosemont, IL. His
wife, Cathy (Agnew), is a financial planner for FTD Flowers in Downers
Grover, IL.
Frank Hefeli is vice president of manufacturing for the Encyclopaedia
Britannic-a Publishing Group of
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. He and
his wife, Maribel, reside in Lake Villa,
IL, with their two children.

Patti (Sarles) Manuel is president of
Sprint's Business Services Group,
Kansas City, MO.

'76

'79

Patricia First PhD '79 is chairperson of
Western Michigan University's
Department of Educational
Leadership.

Joseph Eby was awarded the Master of
Divinity degree at McCormick
Theological Seminary, Chicago, IL, in
June.
Ana Rueda-Jenkins MA is assistant
professor of Spanish at the Texas
Christian University in Fort Worth.

1:

'77
Rick Hannon is vice president of
Rollins Hudig Hall of Illinois, Chicago.
He is responsible for providing safety
and health consulting services to clients
throughout the United states. He
resides in Bartlett, IL, with his wife,
Marge (Donahue) '77, and two children.
Ronald Sutter is a partner of the law
offices Querrey & Harrow, Ltd.,
Chicago, IL He resides in Wheaton,
IL.
Loretta (Jenkins) Thirtyacre MS '87,
is a program developer IV in the personnel department at State Farm
Mutual Automobile Insurance
Company, Bloomington, IL. She and
her husband, Darrell, reside in
Bloomington with their two children.

'78
Rick Whitlow was selected for inclusion in the 1992 edition of Outstanding
Young Men of America. He resides in
Jackson, MS.

'80
Carol (Sieb~) Long MS '88, is a
board member of the Susan G. Komen
Memorial Chapter of Peoria, IL. She is
the co-chairman of Peoria's 9th Annual
Race for the Cure.
Willis Kem is assistant news director
for WGI..:r 89 FM at Illinois State
University.
Richanl Brown is one of five team
members in the 1993 Group Study
Exchange to Switzerland sponsored by
Rotary Foundation of Rotary
International. He is the director of
Health Lab Services for National
Rehabilitation Hospital, Washington,
DC.
Anni Prohaska MA is the recipient of
the 1993 teaching excellence award
given to a part-time faculty member at
Illinois Central College. She lives in
Peoria, IL.
Marcy (Grosenbach) Dienslake
resides in Bloomington with her husband, Patrick '81, and their three children. Pat is vice-president of the
Commercial Loan Department of First
of America/McLean County.

Turner Rouse has joined the firm Orr,
Buchhammer and Kehl as an associate.
Kevin Gallagher opened a new dental
clinic in Plainfield, IL. He and his wife,
Vicki, reside in Plainfield.
Mark Edmiston is chief financial officer of Banc One Wisconsin
Corporation, Fox Valley Group and of
Banc One Green Bay, WI. He and his
wife, Charlene, reside in Green Bay
with their children.

'81
John Healy has formed a new firm,
Prescott-Healy Company Ltd.,
Chicago, IL, specializing in marketing
communications and corporate/public
affairs.
Katy (O'Grady) Pyne is general manager/publisher of The McLean County
Community News, Business to
Business, and is general manager of
Illinois Valley Press' west branch based
in Eureka, IL. She and her husband,
Steve, have two children.
Gregory Knoblauch, Stevens Point,
WI, is working with NASA to develop
and apply the technology of space
remote sensing for prescription farming.
Dallas Bauman PhD, Stony Brook, NY,
is assistant vice president for campus
residences a the University of Stony
Brook. He is the author of an article
published in the Journal of American
College Health.

Ray Langen is a vice-president for

FISI-Madison Financial, Nashville,
1N. He and his wife, Penny, live in
Nashville with their two children.

'82
Richard Roeper, Streeterville, IL, is a
reporter and feature columnist of the
Chicago Sun-'limes. He won the 1992
National Headliner Award as the top
columnist in the country. He also does
on-air work for WLS.
Charles Daugherty is a senior training
coordinator at State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Company. He
and his wife, lerri, live in Bloomington,
IL, with their two children.

'83
Sandy (Mosher) Spears MA '85 is a
day treatment specialist at the
Community Mental Health Center of
Fulton and McDonough Counties. She
and her husband, Chris '87, MS '89,
live in Canton, IL, where Chris is a city
administrator.
Ken Arkow was associate producer of
an episode of 'The New Explorers' on
WTIW-rl V He lives in Orland Park,
IL.
Marie Nielsen DeBates MS was listed
in Who's Who Among America's
Teachers, 1992. She teaches at HenrySenachwine (IL) High School.

'84
Steve Lawrence is a sales manager of
Poe & Poe Inc. Realtors. He was
named Realtor Associate of the Year for
1993 by the Lake County Association
of Realtors. He and his wife, Susan
(Russell) '87, reside in Grayslake, IL,
with their son.
Rerun (Nel"°n)
Dotson is a specialist III in the
· research and video
section of the
agency training
department at State
Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Company,
Bloomington, IL. She and her husband,
Bernard, reside in Bloomington with
their son.
Ken :McCarthy is producer in TCI's
Mount Prospect (IL) studios. He was
recently honored at the Annual Women
in Cable Chicagoland Awards.

'85

'89

Sean Michels is a financial planning

Mike Magnusson was named an outstanding employee (received the
Cambell Award) from the Chicago
Tribune. He works in the advertising
department
Annette Mandeville has been assigned
to missionary work in Central America
as a Maryknoll (NY) Lay Missioner.
Geoffrey Field is a Marine 1st lieutenant at the Marine Corps Air Station
New River, Jacksonville, NC.
Ronald Williams is a Navy airman
aboard the USS Kitty Hawk.

consultant with the Aurora National
Bank in Aurora, IL. He and his wife,
Valerie (Fisher) '86, are the parents of
twins.
Eric Schmidt is the regional marketing
administration manager with the
Farmers Insurance Group in Aurora,
IL.
Thomas Hall is a shareholder with
Ferchill & Hall, P.C., an Austin-based
law firm.
Nancy Ostennan
MS '88, Grayslake,
IL, is an ergonomic
specialist for Quill
Corporation,
Lincolnshire, IL,
a mail-order
distributor.

'86
Greg Delaney is the director of fmancial reporting for Barnett Banks, Inc.,
Jacksonville, FL. He and his wife, Lisa,
reside in Jacksonville with their two
children.
Adam Angst is assistant vice president
of First of America Bank and branch
manager for the Kewanee (IL) Banking
Center.

'87
Ralph Jesse is a Navy lieutenant junior
grade and has completed the Officer
Indoctrination school.
Robert Blackbum graduated from
The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, KY He is the
associate pastor/minister of education at
Beechwood Baptise Church in
Louisville.
Eric Hoss is director of training and
technical support for Black Dot
Graphics, Crystal Lake, IL. He and his
wife, Tcni (Schaefer) '88, MBA '90,
reside in Des Plaines, IL.
Michela Laible MS '90 is the employee benefit5 manager at the Eureka
Vacuum Cleaner Company,
Bloomington, IL.
Michael Miller is a Marine 1st lieutenant with the 9th Motor Transport
Battalion in Okinawa, Japan.
Laura (Brousil) Nice received her
master's degree from Governors State
University. She is a kindergarten
teacher for the Hazel Crest School
District She and her husband, Larry,
reside in Mokena, IL.

'90
Karen (Heiser) Sieren.-, is cashier for
The First National Bank of Manlius
(IL). She and her husband, Brian,
reside on a farm near Manlius.
Kimberlee M~, LaGrange Park,
IL, received her Juris Doctor degree
from Southwestern University School
of Law, Los Angeles.
Douglas Taylor, Troy, IL, is an account
executive of the Springfield office of
Bates Commodities.
Kathleen Simons PhD is the dean of
student affairs at Elmhurst (IL)
College.
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Vicky (Wolstenholme) Reed MS,
Chicago, II,, is employed at Austin
Special Work Center in Chicago as a
social worker/counselor.
'Ilmothy I lannon is a Navy seaman
recniit. He recently completed basic
training in Orlando.
Douglas Rahn MBA is president and
CEO of Community Hospital in
Watervliet, 1\111. He and his wife, Micki,
reside in Watervliet with their three
children.
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Jill I<anka is giving a year in service
through the Catholic Volunteers in
Florida where she is a paralegal
with Gulfcoast Legal Services in
St Petersburg.
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